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Administrator hides The 
Montclarion from visitors
The Montclarion is usually located in the Student Center by the information desk.
State legislators vow to restore 
$60-65 M  to higher Education
First Amendment rights violated 
for the third time in the past year
By Frank Valenti
Correspondent
An eight percent cut in state funding to 
New Jersey colleges and universities was 
turned down by state legislators on Monday, 
May 6. The legislators instead vowed to 
restore $60-65 million to the higher educa­
tion budget. The eight percent cut came from 
an across-the-board cut in the budgets of all 
state departments proposed by Gov. Jim 
Florio in February.
The $60-65 million under debate, which 
would be given to N.J. colleges and univer­
sities statewide, would probably be taken 
from the Departments of Transportation and 
Environmental Protection, said Assembly 
member William Pascrell of Passaic.
If the money in question is restored, it will 
be distributed throughout the colleges and 
universities of the state. State colleges such 
as MSC would receive $17,921 million to be 
divided amongst themselves. Rutgers Uni­
versity would get the majority of the funding, 
$18,889 million, while the rest of the money 
would be divided between independent col­
leges, county colleges, NJIT, the University 
of Medicine and Dentistry of N.J., and the 
Rutgers Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Cook College.
Tom Auch, Vice-President of Adminis­
tration and Finance, said that it is not likely 
that the $60-65 million will be restored to the 
schools.
By Jenn Thees
Staff Writer
Over 1000 copies of last week’s issue of 
The Montclarion were removed from the 
Student Center information desk due to “par­
ticularly upsetting” stories which the Office 
of Institutional Advancement found inap- 
0 propriate for visiting alumni, said Cynthia 
3 Barnes, executive assistant to the vice presi- 
dent of the office of institutional advance- 
■< ment.
[t The newspapers were removed Friday 
O afternoon at Barnes’ direction so the 150 
•a alumni attending an annual alumni dinner­
's dance at the S tudent Center ballrooms would 
not see them. The newspapers were replaced 
Sunday morning by the student staff at the 
information desk.
“The Montclarion is not designed for 
visitors of the campus. At my request, The 
Montclarions were removed from the (infor­
mation desk) because I thought the stories 
covered, such as the fights at the Carnival 
and the masturbator, were not necessarily 
appropriate for the alumni to take home as a 
souvenir of the weekend,” said Bames, a 
former Montclarion member.
Bames later submitted a letter to The 
Montclarion which said, “After conversa­
tions with two members of The Montclarion 
staff, several colleagues, and some personal 
reflection, I now see that my actions, no 
matter how well intended, could be per­
ceived as a form of censorship.”
The Montclarion Editor-in-chief Michael 
Walmsley said, “The removal of The 
Montclarions from the sight of alumni at­
tending a function on campus so that MSC 
will not be shown in a negative light is 
unacceptable. This action is a violation of 
our First Amendment rights, not to mention 
the rights of our readers and the alumni. It is 
an insult to the students. It is an insult to the 
faculty and staff. It is an insult to MSC.” 
This is the third incident involving pos­
sible First Amendment infringements against 
The Montclarion in the past year.
The removing of the paper upset faculty, 
alumni, and administration.
Dr. Morris McGee, a former professor 
and alumnus at MSC said, “I think this situ-
ation is reprehensible. You should never be 
afraid of the truth.” McGee, a former News 
Editor of The Montclarion, said, “I quit my 
editorship when they censored the same 
Montclarion in 1948.”
Bames, who held her position since Feb­
ruary 1990, initially said she doesn’t think 
this action was censorship. “To me, censor­
ship would mean I ordered it destroyed,” 
Bames said. She said her decision was made 
based on the needs of the college campus and 
that it is her job to make people “feel good” 
about the college. She said that the stories 
would have been upsetting to the alumni and 
that she only asked that they be out of view at 
the registration. “They probably wouldn’t 
miss it or know enough to request one,” she 
said.
However, President of the Alumni Asso­
ciation Kathleen Marchetti said, “We believe 
in a free press and we are distressed by any 
actions or decisions which may infringe on 
student rights and freedoms.”
Several administration officials criticized 
her decision.
Dr. Jean Armstrong, vice president of 
student affairs, said, “I did not know about the 
situation. If in fact it was to hide The 
Montclarion from visitors, I consider that 
extremely unfortunate. I was, however, led to 
believe that it is simply a housekeeping mat­
ter. Nonetheless, if it proves any censorship 
took place, I would find it deplorable.”
When informed of the situation by a 
Montclarion reporter, President Irvin Reid 
said, “We believe The Montclarion should be 
seen by everyone, including the alumni.”
Dr. Dan Bronson, an MSC English pro­
fessor and member of the Faculty Journalism 
Committee, though he had mixed feelings 
about the previous week’s headlines, said, 
‘T o  the extent that papers were taken from a 
place where they are usually found, I find that 
upsetting. It is an infringement on the rights 
of the people in the building. It is serving the 
needs of a few as opposed to everyone else on 
the campus.” He said he could not understand 
a reason for it and that it was only a public 
relations reaction. “Even if some of the ar­
ticles were negative, it is wrong that the 
graduates were not able to see the well-writ- 
ten issue,” Bronson said.
Cont. on p. 3
T his is th e  last issue o f 
Montclarion un til nex t fall.
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N  E W S
World News Compiled by T.S. Lawton
REGIONAL
A riot started in  W ashington, D.C. 
after a m an w as shot during an incident 
w ith  police. Rock and bottle throwing 
youths attacked police, set fires, and 
looted stores. A night tim e curfew was 
im plem ented in the area by Mayor Sha­
ron Pratt Dixon w ho said m ass arrests 
m ay be used to diffuse the situation.
N ew  Jersey is  th e m ost d en sely  
populated state, according to the Census 
Bureau. The state has 1035.1 people per 
square m ile, just ahead of Rhode Island's 
951.2 people per square m ile. The U.S. 
averaged 70.3 people in every square 
m ile in 1990 opposed to  64.0 in 1980.
A N ew  Jersey State law  requiring 
industries to clean up contam inated  
tracts before se llin g  them  or closing  
operations w as upheld  but w as signifi­
cantly reduced in  power. The three judge 
panel said the trigger actions of the law  
were legitim ate but businesses should  
only be required to clean up on site con­
tam ination but not off site pollution.
N ew  Jersey D epartm ent o f Trans­
p o rta tio n  C o m m issio n er  T hom as 
D ow ns said N ew  Jersey w ill not be able 
to com ply w ith  the Federal Clean A ir 
Act. This, he said, w ould lead to a signifi­
cant loss of Federal highw ay funding. 
N ew  Jersey, the second m ost polluted  
state, w ill be subject to severe sanctions 
because it is "physically im possible" to 
com ply w ith the Clean Air Act, said  
Downs.
NATIONAL
America has been rudely rem inded 
by President George Bush's recent heart 
trouble that the h onor o f Dan Q uayle as 
President is  a stark reality. President 
Bush has returned to work and his heart 
irregularity w ill continue to be monitored. 
Let us hope Mr. Bush stays healthy.
The space shuttle D iscover touched  
dow n in  Cape Canaveral Florida because 
high  w inds prevented its landing in  
California. The astronauts circled the 
w orld 134 tim es and traversed 3,475,000 
m iles in their eight day trip. They con­
ducted "star wars" related research and 
fixed num erous experim ents that were 
having data collection problems.
Presbyterians, E piscopalians and  
Lutherans m ay have a change of church 
doctrine. These protestant churches are 
review ing their view s on sex and hom o­
sexuality. A  docum ent called "Keeping 
Body and Soul Together: Sexuality, 
Spirituality, and Social Justice" discusses 
recom m endationsheadedtotheNational 
Assem bly that hom osexuals be ordained 
and have their marriages consecrated and 
that sex before marriage is acceptable. 
H eated debate of these issues is expected.
The first leg  o f the T riple Crown is  
over and the w inner o f the Kentucky 
D erby is "Strike the Gold." The horse 
w on by 1 3 /4  lengths on a dry track in 
Churchill Dow n's Kentucky. The threat­
ening rain held off until after the race.
INTERNATIONAL
T he K urdish sa fety  zon e in sid e  
Northern Iraq has been expanded again. 
The addition w as made as allied troops 
are preparing to m ove about 200,000 
Kurds from mountain camps back to then- 
hom es. The zone w as expanded 30 m iles 
East to the Iranian border by the allied  
airborne troops w ho landed in  the town  
of Suriya.
Gorbachev agreed to cede control o f 
more than h alf the Soviet U nion's coal 
m ines to the R ussian R epublic leader 
Borisa Y eltsin. TheRussian Republic w ill 
also be allow ed to  set up a special secu­
rity service for the Republic. Gorbachev's 
concessions are part of a deal he made 
w ith eight Republic leaders to  shift con­
trol over industry and resources from the 
Central Government to the Republics.
A bout fou r m illio n  B anglad esh  
residents are in  great peril. Last w eek's 
cyclone has left little, if  any, clean w a­
ter. On top of that, the lack of food, corpses 
contam inating water m ay lead to a chol­
era epidem ic and m ass starvation. Offi­
cially 125,600 people have been killed  
already, and w ithout long-term  relief, 
many more are expected to die. Inter­
view ed survivors said 65% of the dead 
are children under 10. M any of whom  
w ere tied to trees by their parents w ho 
hoped to save the children from high  
w inds and flood waters.
Secretary o f State James Baker III 
said he w ill v is it Egypt, Syria, Jordan 
and Israel on  h is trip to keep the p ossi­
b ilities for an Arab-Israeli sum m it alive. 
The adm inistration is hoping for more 
progress than that which w as m ade on 
Baker's previous trips.
Chris H ani, C hief of Staff o f the 
M ilitary w in g o f the African N ational 
Congress ,in  recent addresses spoke very 
candidly about the A .N .C /S positions. 
In what he referred to as a war he admitted 
to the A .N .C .'s use of car bombs. H e also 
said the A.N.C. w ants a m ixed econom y 
and no one w ho ow ns property w ill lose 
it. H e feels the U.S. taxpayers should  
respect A.N.C. decisions to deal w ith  
Cuba and Libya, largely because they 
offered scholarships and other aid to the 
A.N.C. w hen the rest of the world was 
acting coldly to Mr. H ani's organization.
A ll inform ation taken from The New  
York Times, The Herald-News, The Star 
Ledger, The Record and CNN.
W E A T H E R
By T.S. Lawton
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Crime statistics for MSC and other state colleges
By M aureen McGowan/Correspondent
If campus crime continues to occur at its current rate, there should 
be an overall downward trend by December of 1991 according to 
statistics received from Campus Police.
For example, in 1990 there were 84 campus burglaries, 54 car 
thefts and 381 responses to medical assistance. If police activity 
continues to decrease, as it has been since January, then most of the 
1991 statistics should be reduced.
However, there are some crime rates that may increase according 
to current indications. At current trends, assaults, larceny from 
vehicles, criminal mischief to motor vehicles, and bomb threats may 
climb.
In 1990 alone, tickets distributed by campus police increased 
148% to 31,977 tickets. If distribution follows its current trends, this 
number should drop to approximately 18,500.
This problem does not affect MSC alone. In retrospect, crime 
across other New Jersey State College campuses is similarly high, 
with Rutgers-Newark having some of the highest crime rates offered 
from the Uniform Crime Reports for 1989.
S f a t a
TypaotCrtme
violent Crime 
Non-violent Crime 
Murder
Burglary
lyiotot Vehicle Theft 
Arson
anton State William Paterson Rutaers-Newark Kean
4 1 18 9
220 207 304 9
0 0 0 0
0 0 »IlpliÉlpIflÂ 0
i l l !« » « ! 0 10 2
, 3 lllillllllllllllllllpill 7 7
34 IllllliiiiÄ lill 18 6
173 190 ■ '" : ' 239 • 107
13 iillilllililill 47 36
0 0 0
S ta tis tic s  to r  C o m m is  C rim e . M S C :
Ä
1990 (Jan-M arch)
Rape ' ' ' -'I '•••.•. f 2 o *
Robbery (muggings) o 0 :•
Aggravated Assault l l p l i i l
Simple Assault 21 7
Burglaries (thefts from Residence 84 11
and Academic halls) j- ;
Larceny from Vehicles 75 27
Other Larceny 130 43
Car Thefts 54 4
Attempts 20 3
Recovered . 42 3
Criminal Sexual Conduct 0 0
Criminal Mischief to Motor 66 25
Vehicles
Other Properties 54 5
Disorderly Persons Conduct 20 6
Total arrests 78 13
Auto Accidents 136 34
Responses to Medical Assistance 381 70
Municipal Tickets 570 74 : :
Campus Tickets 31,977 4,647
Escorts 1,623 457
Lewdness 11 . 0 .
Bomb Threats 63 21
T u itio n  from p. 1
“My strong inclinationis that there will be 
no increase (in funding to state colleges and 
universities),” Auch said.
If the $60-65 million in academic funding 
is not restored, then a proposed nine percent 
tuition increase might possibly go into effect. 
Such a raise in tuition would result in a $5.40 
increase next semester for in-state Montclair 
undergraduates while in-state graduate stu­
dents will have to pay an extra $10.80 per 
credit. Out-of-state undergraduates would 
see an $8 per credit increase in tuition and 
out-of-state graduate students would see a 
tuition hike of $14.
Along with the tuition increase would 
come additional fees to maintain MSC. A 
general service fee of $1 per student credit 
hour would help to fund the use of computers
MSC students return 
from the Middle East
By Denise M. Stengel
Correspondent
across campus. The athletic fee, which is 
funded through state appropriation dollars, 
would rise form the current $2.25 to $2.50 per 
student credit hour. The fee for parking decals, 
which has been $20 since 1986, would see an 
increase of $5. The application fee for new 
students, currently $25, would also see a $5 
increase.
Should the nine percent tuition increase 
go into effect, fees for on-campus residents 
would also increase. A 5.5 percent increase in 
housing costs would see the fee rise from 
$2,742 a year to $2,892 a year. All meal plans 
would also see a 6.2 percent increase in cost.
There will be a public hearing next 
Thursday at 3 p.m. in Life Hall concerning 
the school budget crisis.
Upon hearing proposals from Auch and 
others, the Board of Higher Education will 
act on June 5 on the recommendations they 
receive.
Two MSC students have recently returned 
home from active duty in the Persian Gulf, 
and the campus awaits the return of yet a 
third, Dean Martin said Monday.
Mike DeVine, a Marine reservist, was 
activated on November 25,1990 and left the 
country on December 31. DeVine, who was 
stationed at both Manifia Bay and Alagora 
Airfield, was told he would be returning to 
the United States on or about March 2. After 
many delays, DeVine said, he returned to the 
states onApril 10 and was back in New Jersey 
by April 17.
DeVine said the first thing he recalls 
about coming home, was “getting off the 
plane and seeing all the trees and grass, and 
sneezing.”
DeVine, a junior, was graded and given 
credit for all but one course he had been 
taking in the fall of 1990 and said he would be 
returning to class this fall.
On his first day back on campus, DeVine 
said he surprised his Senate fraternity broth­
ers by showing up on campus for his frater­
nity composite picture unannounced. Much 
to his surprise, they had hung a large banner 
welcoming him home along College Avenue.
When asked whathe missed most, DeVine 
said, “beer.”
Stanley, an MSC student who also re­
cently returned from the Persian Gulf was 
unable to be reached for any comments.
A third MSC student, William J. Frank is 
expected to return from the Persian Gulf on 
May 10, said his mother, Linda, who is a 
secretary in the management department of 
Morehead Hall.
Mrs. Frank said her son, who is stationed 
in Port Jubail, left the United States on De­
cember?, 1990.
Like DeVine, Frank received grades and 
credit for last semester's classes, said Mrs. 
Frank. Unfortunately, Frank, a senior, Busi­
ness Administration major, will now have to 
postpone graduation for six months to com­
plete classes he could not take now, said his
mother.
Mrs. Frank said her son is anxious to 
return to school, and looks forward to seeing 
his friends, especially those that are graduat­
ing. She said he mostly misses “good cook­
ing, girls, and bars.”
Frank, who will turn 22 on June 9, will 
have the honor of celebrating his birthday by 
marching in New York City’s Ticker Tape 
Parade on June 10.
Mrs. Frank said she sends her son issues 
of The Montclarion so he can keep up with 
campus news, but she said she is “annoyed” 
that there are not as many signs welcoming 
William home as there were for other stu­
dents who have already returned.
Tires on 
Campus Police 
cars slashed
By Dawn Flanagan
Correspondent
Five Campus Police cars had their 
tires slashed during The Alarm concert 
at the college amphitheater last Sunday 
afternoon, Campus Police said.
A total of 6 cars, five of which had a 
total Of 11 tires slashed, were parked in 
front of the campus security building. 
The incident occurred during a shift 
change.
The 5 affected cars will cost at least 
$600.00 in repairs.
“A prank such as this jeopardizes the 
campus community. By not having a 
first line police team, we could not re­
spond to possible medical emergencies 
or fires,” Sergeant Newcombe said.
CampusPolice are currently working 
on leads, and if found, the accused would 
be charged with criminal mischief.
The Alarm concert attended by over 
200 students was reported by students as 
under control as Campus Police were on 
duty by the amphitheater steps._______
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We would like to take this opportunity 
to thank everyone who helped make 
Spring Week ’91 ’’Chill" a 
HUGE SUCCESS!!
Especially:
Darrin King, Christa Me Grath, Mimi Halkowich, 
Andrea Nemeth, Kim Ferrara, John Losquadro, Lisa 
Marzouk, Walter Kulick, Sam Rock, Chaz Jusczack, 
Tracy McGovern, Leigh-Ann Kertes, Michele 
Morgan, Janet Ball, Michelle Pasano, Terri, Eric 
Basillo, Mike "Fugy" Fiore, Billy Hallam, Chuck 
Feiner, Elaine Yaccarino, Meg Malley, Father Art, 
Sister Roseann, Dr. Martin, Dean Harris, Bob Geiza + 
all of college maintenance, Phil Calitre + MSC 
Campus Police Professional Security Bureau, Maggie 
Kurdyla, Tracy Pino, Christine McNamara, Flo, 
Evelyn, IFC, Maisha Young, WMSC, Alumni, Class I 
Concerts, Office of Public Information, Greek 
Council, Little Falls Volunteer File department, all of 
the organizations who helped and had a blast while 
doing it, and last but not least, Tony Susco and his
1964 nickel!
To all of those we have overlooked, your time and
help was greatly appreciated!
T hank You!
Lisa G ardner and  K erry W ilkinson 
Spring W eek C oordinators
L E C T U R E S / S E M IN A R S / W O R K S H O P S
5-9 Thu. Art Forum Lecture: H ugues Fontaine, independent 
film m aker and photographer from France, free, 3-5 p.m., 
C alda Auditorium .
5-9 Thu. Creative Stress M anagem ent for W om en-final 
workshop, free, noon-lp.m ., Student Center room  420. 893- 
4114
5-16 Thu. Art Forum Lecture: Susan Kwas, m idw estem  
artist, free, 3-5p.m., C alda Auditorium . 893-4307
5-9,10,11 The Life and Adventures o f N icholas 
N ickleby, $3.50 students, $6 faculty, staff, alumni, and senior 
citizens, $7.50 stndard, 8p.m., 2:15 p.m . m atinee on 5-10, 
Memorial Auditorium .
5-14 Tue. Theaterworks USA Charlotte's Web, tickets 
available through theaterworks (212) 420-8202,10:30 a.m. & 
12:30 p.m., M emorial Auditorium .
5-15 & 16 W ed & Thu. One-act Plays directed by 
students, free, 8p.m., Life Hallroom 125. 893-5112 
5-16 Thu. Student Film  Festival, free, 8p.m., Calda 
Auditorium . 893-4307
5-16 Thu. Theaterworks USA 3-2-1 B lastoff!, tickets 
available by Theaterworks call (212) 420-8202,10:30 a.m. & 
12:30p.m., Memorial Auditorium.
5-9 Thu. H oly Day M ass for A scension, free, 
12:15p.m., Student Center room  126. 746-2323 
5-10 Fri. Union for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual 
Concerns Year End Social, free, 8p.m., Kops Lounge in 
Russ Hall. * *
Mon. Union for Lesbian Gay & B isexual Concerns M eeting, 
3 p.m .- 5 p.m ., Student Center 418.
Tue. & Wed. Tae Kwon D o Club m eetings, 7-9p.m., 
w restling room in  Panzer Gym.
Wed. Conservation Club M eeting, 3 p.m. Student Center 
Cafeteria C.
Thu. Chi Alpha Christian Fellow ship M eeting, 7:30 p.m. 
Student Center 411.
Thu. Public Telescope N ight, 8-9 p.m. in  front o f 
Richardson H all, cancelled if w eather is cold, cloudy or 
w indy. 893-4166
Sim. M ass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge.
Sun. M ass, 7 p.m . Newm an Center.
Events are subject to change without notice 
Canlendar events are due In The Montdarlon by 4 p m. Tue.
de fin de sem ana
Por Jorge L. Cruz
Staff Writer
Algunos estudiantes evitan matricularse 
para recibir clases los días viernes. Otros, por 
su parte no tienen mucho que escoger, debido 
a que tienen que recibir sus clases durante los 
fines de semana.
Ellos son parte del programa del Colegio 
de Fin de Semana, ejemplo claro de una 
educación “internacional” que se ha impartido 
en el plantel por mas de quince anos. Fundado 
en 1975, dicho programa provee cursos para 
aquellos estudiantes que trabajan tiempo 
completo y no pueden asistir clases en el 
horario regular durante la semana, o bien, 
tienen dificultades con el idioma ingles.
“Las personas que no sabían hablar inglés 
y deseaban asistir al a un centro universitario 
eran generalmente olividadas. La mayoría de 
las oficinas estaban cerradas. El colegio de 
Fin de semana comenzó a ayudar estas per­
sonas a obtener una educación universitaria”, 
comento Narda Zuñiga quien es estudiante 
del programa”.
El programa es un punto de partida para 
futuros estudiantes de Montclair State Col- 
lege, quienes todavía aún no hablan el idioma 
ingles. Este programa ofrece alrededor de 
sesenta y cinco cursos cada semestre, entre 
los cuales podemos encontrar requisitos de 
educación general (GER), inglés como 
segundo idioma (ESL), y algunos otros que 
son ofrecidos diñante la semana.
El director del Programa, John J. Sanz 
esta consciente de los intinerarios de los 
estudiantes de Montclair State College. El 
Sénor Sanz comento: “Algunos estudiantes 
tienen que trabajar tiempo completo y no 
pueden asistir a clases durante el programa 
regular. Es aquí donde intervenimos”.
La mayoría de los estudiantes matriculados 
son hispanos y muchos de los cursos son 
ofrecidos son conducidos en español. Sin 
embargo, los estudiantes aceptados en el 
programa no son de una sola nacionalidad. 
“Aproximadamente, el 74% de los estudiantes 
del colegio del Fin de Semana son hispanos, 
pero también hay estudiantes árabes, hindúes, 
polacos y rusos entre otros,” agregó la señorita 
Zuniga.
Debbie Pacheco, quien al igual que Narda 
Zuniga, es miembro de la Asociación 
Estudiantil del Colegio de Fin de Semana 
(WCSA), com enté que las clases son 
diferentes en varios aspectos. “Las clases son 
informales, y todos se conocen unos a otros. 
Nosotros conocemos a los profesores por su 
nombre. Es un ambiente familiar.”
Sanz, estuvo de acuerdo. ‘Tenemos un 
ambiente que el colegio regular no tiene.
¿ Cuantos profesores existen, con los que el 
estudiante puede sentarse a tomar una taza de 
cafe y hablarles acerca de temas referentes a 
sus clases? comento”.
A pesar de que el Colegio de Fin de 
Semana no es muy conocido en el plantel, los 
estudiantes en cooperación con la asociación 
estudiantil del programa (WCSA), presenta 
una de las grandes actividades que es “El 
Carnaval”, el cual tiene lugar anualmente en 
el “Memorial Auditorium”, presenta cantos y 
bailes folklóricos representativos de los 
d iferentes países involucrados en el 
mencionado programa.
Los resultados del programa han sido 
positivos. Muchos de los estudiantes que han 
estudiado asistidodumate los fines de semana 
han continuado sus estudios graduados. 
‘Tuvimos una estudiante, cuyoesposo asistió 
al Colegio de Fin de Semana”. Continuo 
Sanz. “Ella dijo que de no haber sido por el 
programa, su esposo nunca hubiera podido 
estudiar en un colegio.”
Sin embargo, Sanz siente que se debe de 
hacer más. “Me gustaría que mas cursos de 
español y psicología fueran ofrecidos, al igual 
que los cursos de ciencias de computadoras y 
los principales cursos requeridos para las 
profesiones de comercio y administración de 
empresas”.
“Estos cambios dependen de la situación 
fiscal del estado,” explico. “Operamos con 
un presupuesto limitado y no habra un 
aumento significativo en los fondos hasta que 
la crisis fiscal sea resuelta.”
Sanz, comento que tampoco es fácil 
encontrar profesores que ensénen durante los 
fines de semana. “Estamos tratando de 
conseguir más profesores, pero la mayoría de 
ellos son adjuntos. Aquellos que ensenan en 
el Colegio de Fin de Semana, lo hacen por 
amor a la enseñanza, no por dinero,” finalizo.
Controlling stress important
By Malinda Fuchs
Correspondent_______________________
Stress can ruin your life, said the chief 
Psychologist of the Hackensack Medical 
Center speaking to 30 people in the Student 
Center on Tuesday.
Dr. Craig Fabrikant explained several 
methods of dealing with stress to faculty and 
staff at a stress management workshop 
sponsored by the Human Relations Organi­
zation (HRO).
"People need to be taught how to (relieve 
stress)," said Jo Leonard, president of HRO.
It was absolutely worthwhile to have this 
workshop, said Leonard.
Fabrikant's techniques emphasized proper 
breathing methods to relieve stress and "get 
yourself in control."
Another technique, progressive muscle 
relaxation, requires each muscle of the body 
to be tensed then released which helps get rid 
of stress.
"Everybody's reaction to stress is differ­
ent but everybody's reaction to stress is con­
sistent," said Fabrikant
5-9 Thu. D on and D ebi Gatlyn, w orship concerts, free, 
7:30p.m., Student Center room  411.
5-10 Fri. M ontclair State Flute Choir, free, 8p.m., McEachem 
Recital Hall.
5-12 Sun. M ontclair State Sym phony Orchestra, free, 3p.m., 
M emorial Auditorium .
5-16 Thu. M ontclair State Concert Band, free, 8p.m., 
M emorial Auditorium .
U na m irada al colegio
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"it vrill shake p u  up and pop p u  like a vana hear"
‘ H A! » * * ★ * A MUST GO"
Tony Susco, SGA President.
"A REAL SCREAM"
James Cotter, SGA Legislator
CREDIT UNE:
•lrv inR eid*B ob A llm an
’  •  Tom Auch  • A  M ontclair State
Redline Production •  A  B oard o f Trustees
Presentation L J
Contains subject matter that is not beneficial t o |  
the student body at Montclair State College
For more info contact Tony Susco 893-4202 /384-1570
or J a m e s  C o t te r  746-WORD
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Class One organization's budget appropriations
Every undergraduate at MSC pays three 
dollars a credit toward SGA fees. A fiill-time 
undergraduate will pay no more than $45 for 
a grand total of about $560,000. These fees 
are distributed to Class One Organizations 
and the SGA. Class One organizations are 
open to all students and provide program­
ming and cultural events for the entire student 
body.
On these two pages are the organizations, 
the amount of money they are allocated and 
how the organization intends to use the money. 
Also, there is a brief description of each 
organization from the College catalog.
All of the organizations have been allot­
ted the amount of money shown on the charts 
with the exception of CLUB, LASO and 
Players, who have not been appropriated by 
the SGA as of yet Shown are last year’s
HRO
appropriations for these organizations.
The Montclarion
Quarterly 
Player
The Conservation Club
C1C gives the College community op­
portunities to enjoy on-campus concerts by 
various popular groups and artists. Mem­
bers learn all phases of concert production, 
and to expand the awareness of profes­
sional music presentation.
College Life
CLUB coordinates social, cultural and 
recreational student programs. Movies, trips, 
parties and other activities are planned each 
semester. Annual CLUB events include Win­
ter and Spring Balls and Spring Day.
Class One Concerts
Concert line 32X00
Agency fée line 5,000
Banquet line 500
Conference line 1,870
Hospitality line 3X00
Office expense 600
Postage 260
Professional Services 12,800
Publicity 2,520
Rental Equipment 6,500
Security 1,800
Sound and Lights 14,600
Telephone 900
Tickets 400
New Student Orientation 230
Total $71,980
Union Board
Banquet 600
Cinema 11,250
Comedy 12,250
Conference 2/450
Entertainment 5,520
Historian 200
Hollday/adventure 200
Security 400
Lectures 11,730
Homecoming 12,840
Postage 200
Spring Week 12,340
Professional Services 1,520
Orientation 1,000
Publicity 800
Recruitment/Retent, 300
Winter Ball 7.200
Spring Ball 7,200
Showcase 1,600
Office Expense 450
Telephone 400
Trips 2,800
Total (Last Year) $93,150
LA CAMPANA
The college yearbook La Campana is a 
yearly reflection of campus activities and 
concerns through the media of artwork, 
prose, poetry and photography. Students 
interested in photography and the graphic 
arts are encouraged to join.
Banquet
Conference
Mailing
Office Supplies 
Photo Supplies 
'Postage 
Publicity 
Publishing 
Telephone 
Proof Correction 
Photo Repairs
Total
300
2,200
5.100 
574 
475 
400 
750 
40,000 
650
1.100
400
$51,949
La Campana
Breakdown o f $571,000 SGA appropriates to Class One Organizations and 
themselves. (LASO, CLUB and Players are estimated from last year's figures.)
Ü7Plz  don± s% (ja£ ion  G tu tj
The Conservation Club is MSCs new­
est Class One Organization. Their purpose 
is to serve as an educational tool for students 
who wish to learn more about conservation 
and environmental issues.
Banquet . 200
Earth Day/Week 1,600
Environmental Library 400
Environmental Trips 3,600
Office Expense 200
Postage 75
Publicity 1,350
Lectures 800
Earth Care 200
Telephone 350
Weekend Workshop 800
Equipment 450
Conference 600
Total $10,625
0t¥ o i* H 4 lK  ? Z e U lt¿* U 4 ,
HRO serves students with training sessions 
in group dynamics and psychological devel­
opment. An HRO weekend is held twice a 
year at a normal camp site for normal cost 
HRO also sponsors on-campus seminars and 
group interaction during spring and fall se­
mester.
Telephone 450
Off. Supplies 325
Programming
Workshops 2,300
'The Weekend' 7,750
Publicity 1,100
Resource Center 400
Banquet 300
New student
orientation 350
Campus
leadership
fund 525
Total $13,425
LASO promotes awareness of Hispanic 
culture. This is achieved through informative 
educational and social programs which pro­
mote an appreciation for an understanding of 
the culture. Each fall, "Latin Month" is planned 
to provide an opportunity to see and sample 
the music, art and cuisine of the Latin Ameri­
can Culture.
Latin American 
Student Organization
Banquet 500
Conference 400
Office Expense 200
Hispanic Ed. Comm. 100
Orientation 200
Art Exhibit 350
Latin Month 10.040
Hispanic Music 5,500
Transportation 45
Cafe Teatro 100
Postage 175
Telephone 400
Lectures 1,02
Publicity 1,500
Security 1,500
Total (Last Year) $21,035
Organization for Student African Unity
The programming efforts of OSAU are 
directed to meet the needs of minority stu­
dents on campus and to expose non-minor­
ity students to the minority experience. The 
events are quite diversified and aimed at 
fulfilling the cultural, social and educational 
needs of our students.
Banquet 500
Black Hist. Month 11,325
Choir 7,000
Conferences 2,500
Dance troupe 900
Harvest ball 1,725
Kitabu 300
Kolor Explosion 2,200
Kwanza 5,900
Newsletter 700
Office Expenses 250
Orientation 200
Paul Robeson 3 /0 0
Postage 100
Publicity 1,000
Security 600
Telephone 600
Transportation 50
Drama 600
Professional
services 250
Total $40,150
Quarterly, the literary and art magazine, 
also called the Four Walls seeks original 
material for publication each semester. It 
offers students a chance to express and share 
their individuality with the College commu­
nity.
Q u a r t e r l y
Conference 500
Office Supplies 200
Telephone 400
Publicity 1.000
Publishing 10,750
Banquet 300
Competitions 200
Total $13,350
SELC provides students with an oppor­
tunity to become involved in intramural 
sports, recreation and leisure activities. The 
day-to-day programming offered by SILC 
includes leagues for men and women in 
football, basketball, softball, volleyball, 
tennis and bowling. It also sponsors bad­
minton, water polo and pinochle and spe­
cial activities such as trips to professional 
sporting events and a night of roller skat­
ing.- * ‘
Student Intramural 
Leisure Council
Aerobics 432
T-shirts 1,700
Awards 800
Bowling 280
Contractual Staff 7,280
Conferences 2,500
Telephone 550
Equipment 2,896
Extramurals 400
First Aid 425
Handbook 400
Office Expense 140
One day events 1,100
Publicity 1200
Sporting events 1,000
Total $21,503
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Montclarion
190«
The weekly student newspaper keeps 
the College community abreast of campus 
news, local events and happenings at other 
colleges. Members gain journalistic expe­
rience in news, features and sports writing, 
as well as copy editing, layout, typesetting, 
photojournalism, circulation and advertis­
ing. All undergraduate staff positions.
Banquet 500
Conference 1,620
Hospitality 1,000
Office Supplies 1,000
Photo Supplies 2,000
Postage 800
Prlntlng/Publishlng 7,000
Prod. Supply 1,500
Telephone 700
Salaries & Services 500
Student Orientation 100
Training 800
Total $19,900
Players is an organization which offers 
the students the opportunity to participate in 
every phase of play production. Full-scale 
shows are presented each year. Players also 
sponsors theatre trips to New York City and 
presents workshops by guest artists.
All undergraduates are members of the 
Student Government Association. The SGA 
provides legal aid, Drop-In Center, phar­
macy program and other services through 
fees paid by all full-time and part-time 
undergraduates.
The legislative branch is composed of 
student representatives from each school 
and academic department. The executive 
branch consists of the president, vice presi­
dent, treasurer and secretary.
WMSC, "the sound choice," is the Col­
lege radio station run by students. It broadcasts 
at northeastern New Jersey seven days a 
week, featuring a wide selection of music and 
entertainment programming, news and spe­
cials. WMS C provides experience for students 
interested in learning radio production and 
management, newscasting and disc jockey­
ing.
iP t a y z x  A
Conference 2,000
Construction 1,400
Costumes 800
Lights 2,800
Office Expense 100
Postage 100
Professional Services 2,000
Props 1,000
Publicity 3,650
Rents/Royalties 1.200
Security 600
Sound 250
Cabaret 800
Telephone 400
Electrician 2,000
New Stud. Orient. 200
Total (Last Year) $19,400
Student Governm ent
Association
Banquet/Gifts 2,300
Conference 3.000
Elections 500
Insurance 6,000
Leadership Conference 4,000
Legal Aid 17,000
Legislative Expense 600
Office Expense 10,000
Payroll 70,000
Pharmacy 11,000
Professional Fees ’ 0,000
Public Relations 6,500
Senior Committ ee 14,500
Service Contracts 4,000
Telephone 5,000
Transportation 100
Officers expense 400
Drop-In Cepter. 8,624
Total $173,524
W MSC-101.5 FM
News and Public Affairs 300
Telephone 2,550
Transmission 6,000
Records & Tapes 1,100
Resource Materials 900
Public Relations 1,100
Office Supplies 450
Equipment 1.900
Printing (New) 375
Conference 800
Postage 400
Total $20,928
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THE SEASON’S HAPPIEST SURPRISE!
‘GREENCARD’ 
reinvents 
the romantic 
comedy and 
beautifully too.' .1 
It’s funny, romantic 
and charming. The 
perfect love s to ry .'
IRRESISTIBLE.'
★  ★ ★ ★
GREEN
CARD
From the Dirrcior of 'D ud  PofTS Socim '
.'-•Ävrr^ r*
___ JH. . . . .m m  .
Bulinili «um: »nun.h vu
r x r l M I H l M  B U M
7pm
".THIS IS A CHRISTMAS MOVIE ONLY 
A GRINCH COULD HATE."
Richard Corliss, TIME MAGAZINE
edward
SCISSQRHANDS
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "BATMAN"&"BEETLEJUICE"
P G - 13  < C 1*90 TWUsmrrM CENTURY pox
9pm
In the Student Center Ballrooms
Last show of the year!
rfcUtUM&Mc ¿a, 0P ^SS!!!
CLUB is a class 1 of the SGA
f
If a picture is worth 
a thousand words, 
what is a video worth?
In the current economy, employers are receiving hundreds, if not 
thousands, of resumes for one job opening. As a result, these 
employers often overlook the resumes of highly qualified applicants.
If you ever thought about how much you invested in your education, 
you would realize that you probably spent anywhere from $25,000 
to well over $100,000. Do you really feel comfortable risking such a 
substantial amount ot money on the slim chance that your resume 
will not be overlooked by an employer? Well, you shouldn’t. There 
Is, however, a solution. By using a VIDEO RESUME in conjunction 
with a written one, you can not only reduce the chances of being 
overlooked, but you can also considerably increase the chances of 
standing out from the competition.
VIDEO RESUMES áre a significant new development in job hunting. 
They allow you to:
■  Expand upon what is contained in your resume.
■  Explain why your resume may not accurately reflect your 
capabilities.
■  Demonstrate your interpersonal skills.
In fact, the use of VIDEO RESUMES has been enthusiastically 
endorsed by executives at some of the largest and most-respected 
companies in America.
So why don’t you contact us to set up an appointment. You’ll be 
quite surprised at the AFFORDABILITY of our VIDEO RESUMES.
m  (908) 273-6317
V VIDEO RESUME ADVANTAGE
V  THE VIDEO RESUME SPECIALIST
49 Brant Ave., Unit 6, Clark, NJ 07066 (Garden State F’arkway Exit 135)
S ÈGR ETÀR Y FOR, ADO CTO R* S O F FIC E
(This is not for a summer job but for permanency.)
Part-time 2 or 3 days a week 
Mon., Wed., or Thurs. 
9:00am-4:00pm OR 9:00am-2:00pm
M U ST B E V E R Y  BRIGHT AND QUICK TO LEARN  
M U ST BE AN "A" STUDENT  
NO EXPERIENCE N EC ESSA R Y  
FILIN G , PHONE WORK, INSURANCE FORMS
. >
810 an hour to start 
CALL (201) 569-2988  
Call between 8:30 and 4:00pm ONLY.
Explore Holland, 
he lai
•Besed on round-trip purchase. You must be age 
E-2S to quality foe this special youth fuie 
Airport taxes and government fees extra 
Certain cancellation conditions and ' 'V ,  
restrictions apply. For information i»i 
conditions of the operatooÿartkipanl 
contract, please contact Maitinair.
t nd of tulips, on your way 
to the rest of Europe. Make this 
summer vacation really special, 
fly non-stop to Amsterdam and 
back for as little as $398! Come and 
go as you please...an - 
additional $50 gives you 
an open return! Call 
your travel agent or 
Martinairat 
1-800-FON-HOLLAND.
SSS Martinair Holland
\  Thaotfiar Patch aMha
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IC L R S S D U E S  CONCERTS
h ü  m  n  m  m
Another Rockin' Success
Congratulations Class One Concerts
Best of Luck to our Graduating Seniors
and Next Year's
■j
**r
*/s
Executiue board
r ■  .% x  *  i* , f
'  H I S S  y
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GET A JOB !
Will:
Write your resume 
Print your resume 
Choose companies 
Mail your resume
CALL 669-7299
Mon-Fri
8am-8pm
Maintenance Tune Up
* 2 4 *
* 8 H *  *cyl.car>
80Q86 BcyLcam
. . .  ...
R adiator F lu sh  & Fill 
1 Kg. u u & i  nbw our m ss
I EXPIRES 4AT91 WITH TU» COUPON
Full Service Oil Change
HN ONLY SZ2.95
EXPIRES4/3/91 WITH THIS COUPON
'ER ÇOUPON .M
MOMMY Full Service 
in 10 Minutes
'15 Expert Car Care Services:
1. Change your OIL
2. Replace OIL FILTER
1. Complete CHASSIS LUBE 
4. Lubricate all HINGES 
8. Check AIR FILTER
8. Check & Fill DIFFERENTIAL
7. Check & Fill P. STEERING FLUID
8. Check 4 Fill BRAKE FLUID 
B. Check &FOI WASHER FLUID
10. Check 4 Fill TRANS. FLUID
11. Check 4 fiil BATTERY TLUID
12. Check & adjust TIRE PRESSURE 
11 Check WIPER BLADES
14. VACUUM intenor ol car
15. Wash exterior WINDOWS
OFFICIAL WARRANTY CENTER
VISA
AMEX
i
Open 7 Days
Clifton
1503 Main Avenue
(201)772-4347
ONE TOUGH MOTOR OIL
NOW available at 
The College Store
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Administration lacks sensitivity
The most recent incident of First Amend­
ment violations that occurred to The 
Montclarion is not too surprising. Why should 
it be, when we have an administration that 
consistently turns a deaf-ear on problems 
within the campus community.
The word "Community," a buzzword of 
the upper echelons at College Hall, is a farce 
when used in the context of MSC.
There is no community at MSC, not any 
that we can see clearly anyway. What we do 
see is an abundance of apathy. Among the 
students, the faculty, the maintenance-staff, 
the security, and surprise, the administration.
This may be due to the fac t that our leaders 
of the college seem so intent on how we look 
to the outside world and not what we actually 
are. They know what we look like and they 
know we’re not doing too well but they don't 
seem to care.
Cynthia Barnes' hiding of Montclarions 
from visiting alumni who are known for their 
generosity when it's time for donations to the 
school (from which the students will never 
enjoy the benefits) is a perfect example of its 
lack of caring or more accurately, a lack of 
sensitivity.
The Montclarion headlines reported an 
SGA legislator busted for smoking dope, a 
group of guys arrested for disturbing the 
peace, and a total of eight arrests and five 
fights.
Put over 12,000 people together, many of 
them away from parental control for the first
time, and what do you expect. We’re probably 
way below the national average on crime, 
statistically anyway. Where are the rapes? 
The murders? The drive-by shootings? With 
that ugly reality to set our "community" in 
perspective, we should be thankful for only 
five fights and eight arrests.
But to an administration geared up for 
image, public relations, and 60 second spots 
on MTV this is unacceptable.
They seem to care more about image than 
substance.
The school screams poverty and imple­
ments a hiring freeze on faculty. So why will 
we drive to campus in the fall semester and 
find traffic rerouted because of massive con­
struction going on? Construction of new fac­
ulty parking lots, new roads, and a brand-new 
four-story academic building.
What good is a new building if there is 
going to be a lack of good teachers and a wide 
variety of classes?
I would rather be taught by a top-notch 
professor in a surplus tent with sawdust for a 
floor than be bored by a lackey in an air-
conditioned room.
We're paying for an education, not build­
ings. Has someone up at College Hall forgot­
ten this?
Let’s go back to basics. Take care of 
things that matter,then worry about cosmet­
ics.
Take care of the racial segregation that 
some people just refuse to acknowledge. Of­
fer programs and opportunités students want 
to become involved in. Let's do something to 
turn this suitcase campus into a place where 
we want to spend our time outside of going to 
classes. Then let's talk about community.
At press time the proposed tuition hike is 
nine percent. But the administration claims to 
be concerned about how you feel. There is a 
forum planned for May 16 where students 
may address the Board of Trustees regarding 
the tuition hike. It's your money. Isn't it worth 
losing a few hours pay on May 16 rather than 
paying $5.40 more per credit in September? 
Think about it...
Have a nice summer.
Q uote(s) of the Week
"For those of you who don't know, The Montclarion is our student newspaper. 
They're quite irreverent..." Pres. Irvin Reid
Phi Kappa Phi induction ceremony
"We believe The Montclarion should be seen by everyone, including the alumni."
Pres. Irvin Reid (p. 1)
Legislator cries foul Editors speak out
So the phone rings. It was my sister. 
“Jimmy,” she says, “did you get arrested 
recently?” Small world, you know? She 
lives in New Brunswick and the likelihood 
of herpicking up a copy of The Montclarion 
is about as slim as the Pope speaking Yid­
dish. But people talk. The world thrives on 
hearsay and gossip and the opportunity for 
us to make our lives seem more interesting 
by gaping at other people’s dirty laundry. 
Bad news is every editor’s wet dream. 
Donald Trump isn’t a household name for 
nothing...wait, I dropped my joint...there 
we go....suuuuck...cough cough? Excuse 
me. Now what was I saying? Oh yeah, 
somehow I think the News Editor of The 
Montclarion could find something positive 
to print about the SGA and the legislators 
who dedicate countless hours each week 
towards making MSC a grand and glorious 
place to get an education.
If my misfortune warrants a front page 
lead story (barely three paragraphs long) 
then either my name must double circula­
tion or this campus is hurtin’ for certain. 
Wow, the typewriter keys just melted onto 
the floor. Whoa! Excellent tracers!!! I can’t
W hose m oney 
is it anyway?
Don’t get me wrong. I don’t hate kids, 
but I feel my RHA & CHEERS fees should 
go toward me and my fellow residents. 
Last week several Resident Assistants 
sponsored the “Little People’s Weekend,” 
which was directed towards mostly the 
sons and daughters of those people living 
or working on campus. While this story 
was presented well in the outlook section 
of last week’s paper, the author neglected 
to tell us something. The “Little People’s 
Weekend” was paid for by the residents’ 
RHA and CHEERS fees. Normally this 
wouldn’t bother me, but I think residents 
should have a say as to where their money 
goes. I ’m certain that most residents would 
want their money to go into programming 
for them. When fee two Resident Assistants 
in charge of this approached fee SGA for 
$400 to subsidize costs, they were flatly 
denied. According to figures given at the 
SGA meeting, $2,000 was given to the 
program from residents’ money. Figuring 
that there were only 100 “Little People” 
involved, this averages to $200per “Little 
Person.” Like I said, 1 don’t hate kids, but 
I would still like a say as to where my 
money goes. Perhaps this will not occur in 
the future.
Anonymous
Ed. note: Paragraph 7 of my article last 
week reads "...a budget of approximately 
$3,200 that Hendricks (the Weekend's or­
ganizer) specifically stated was sponsored 
by fee Residence Hall Association and 
Blanton, Bohn and Freeman CHEERS or­
ganizations."—Valerie Kalfrin/Outlook 
Editor.
take it, there’s bugs all over the place!!!
O.K. Reality. Anyway, the real reason I’m 
writing this letter is to thank all the people 
who gave me support during my week of 
hell. Pat, Luisa, Barclay, Mikey, Chilly K, 
Caroline, Dawn, Mr. President, Kerry, An­
gel, Suzanne, Audrey, Dean Martin, my 
arresting officers, Jeff, the Derelict Garden 
Tools, the entire SGA, that lawyer I spoke 
to, the McEarly Bros., Neil Diamond, Eric, 
and countless other people I forgot to men­
tion because, who knows, I might be too 
drugged up to write, you guys arc too cool. 
Pat just leaned over my shoulder and told 
me this letter is merely sour grapes. It is, of 
course, but I ’m much too stressed to com­
pose anything eloquent. I hope in the future, 
the News Editor can avoid fee path of New 
York Post-type headlines and print “All the 
News feat’s fit to print” as opposed to 
printing all fee news that fits. Dig it? Cool. 
Oh, and Barclay, “See, we waltz into this 
place...”
James “I’m Hungry” Cotter
Junior/History/Film
Jim, you have to realize that you are not 
an average student on campus. You are one 
of 40 elected officials who represent 9000 
students and handle an annual budget of a 
half a million dollars of their money. Just 
because the SGA is not in session doesn’t 
mean you’re no longer a legislator.
Being a representative of fee student 
body, your actions are accountable to them. 
Ifyoudon’tlike this arrangement,you should 
never have run for office.
We're pretty confident you are not the 
only SGA legislator who smokes pot, but 
you were the only one feat was arrested for 
it feat week. So when you get caught for 
something as serious as smoking pot, of 
course it is important news. Just because the 
story was short doesn’t diminish its impor­
tance.
We’re not out to ruin your life or perse­
cute you for personal reasons. We just print 
fee news as fairly as possible. We gave you 
a chance to tell your side of the story, but you 
declined.
Our responsibility is to fee student body 
who fund fee paper.
News editors’ "wet-dreams" are not 
composed of bad news. Do you think the 
editors at The New York Times giggle like 
schoolgirls at the news of a hundred thou­
sand people dying in Bangladesh, or hear of 
a little girl found chopped up in little pieces?
We think a news editor’s wet-dream 
would be cooperation and honest replies to 
reporters' inquiries, but of course this is not 
always fee case.
Donald Trump is a household name be­
cause he is a rich, flamboyant scum-bag. His 
name was a household one long before his 
problems began. You don’t have to be bad to 
be in fee news.
If the SGA and its legislators (who, by 
fee way, don’t work as long as Montclarion 
editors) want positive things written about 
them, then do something positive.
If an SGA legislator nobly gives up a 
kidney to save a poor child’s life, then we’ll 
gladly print it.
But if that same legislator drugs up and 
sodomizes that same child, we ’ll print it. We 
won’t condemn him; we’ll just print what 
happened.
It’s up to the readers to decide what fee 
story means to them.
If we did want to go the path of the New 
York Post- type headlines, we might’ve used 
“Weird-looking SGA legislator busted for 
smoking dangerous substance during major 
school function” as a head. But we refrained 
because we don’t do such things.
Oh, by the way, about that joint you 
dropped while writing your letter - 1 don’t 
think it was just pot. Seeing tracers and 
bugs, hub? I think you got a bag laced with 
DMT. I wouldn’t trust your dealer from now 
on if I were you.
Kwan Mun, Robert A. Campos,
and Richard "Chainsaw" Buckley
The Montclarion Editors
Reid sees a revival of campus life
As we come to the end of the academic 
year, I would like to take this opportunity in 
the last issue of The Montclarion to extend 
my best wishes to you, the students of 
Montclair, as you leave for the summer. We 
have made tremendous strides in bringing 
even more distinction to your institution 
through our academic programs in the arts, 
humanities, sciences, business, professions, 
global education and athletics; through shared 
governance; through reaffirmation of our 
respect for each other’s religion, ethnicity, 
and gender, and through re-examination of 
some of the institutions of our society, in­
cluding First Amendment rights.
We have not been successful in saving 
you and your parents from what appears to be 
an endless spiral of escalating tuition costs. 
These will be especially burdensome to those 
whose families have been struck by fee nasty 
downturn in the economy. Montclair and all 
other state colleges and universities are faced 
with a third year of tuition increases. Although 
many of us have labored long and hard to 
oppose further cuts in our budget, the state is 
likely to impose, at minimum, an eight per­
cent reduction in our base funding. Moreover, 
fee state seems to be on an irreversible course 
of hitting you and your parents wife a qua­
druple whammy: higher income taxes, higher 
sales taxes, higher tuition costs, and reduced 
support for fee state colleges.
However, I am encouraged by a more
positive trend that seems to be taking place on 
our campus: a revival of campus life. Some 
examples of this are fee annual carnival, the 
recent marathon gospel concert organized by 
OSAU, fee 20th anniversary celebration of 
LASO, and fee touching memorial services 
for departed members of our community. 
These and other events give hope for the 
success of my recent initiative in forming a 
campus life task force. This group, headed by 
Vice President Jean Armstrong, will seek to 
enhance the sense of Montclair State as a 
community where civility and celebration 
will thrive.
Several experiences last weekend provide 
additional examples of a robust campus life 
and community here at Montclair State. Last 
Friday evening, my wife andl spent time with 
members of the classes of ’36 and ’41 who 
were on campus for the annual Alumni 
Weekend. I also enjoyed spending Saturday 
with many alumni at the class reunion dinner, 
where members of all classes from ’22 to ’90 
danced into fee night
Then, on Sunday afternoon as I was leaving 
Dr. A1 Stein’s memorial service, I encountered 
Professor Jeffrey Fiske and students in his 
acting class for non-majors rehearsing a 
ritualistic spring celebration to Stravinsky’s 
“The Rite of Spring.” Psychology majors and 
others were performing at three different lo­
cations on campus, from fee fountain to fee 
sculpture in the front of Life Hall. The young
dancers performed with exuberance, much to 
fee delight of those of us drifting by. I then 
crossed the street to fee packed Amphitheater 
and joined what appeared at one point to be 
the entire student body with friends from fee 
surrounding community listening to The 
Alarm performing a heavy metal cacophony 
of rock and religion.
These are the ingredients that transform a 
college into a community. I relished this time 
at fee end of my second year as president of 
Montclair State. As I looked on at the acro­
batic, energetic performers and the wonder­
ful mix of students, I suffered a bit of nostalgia 
for my own college days of the ’60s.
I would like to end on a somewhat personal 
note. During a rare break in last weekend’s 
hectic schedule, I ended up watching MTV. 
When my wife saw me, she laughed and said, 
“You miss fee kids, don’t you?” (referring to 
our two college-age children). I admitted that 
I did. Similarly, as I watched the acting class 
and those of you in the Amphitheater, I realized 
something else: I shall miss you, too.
Best wishes for a great summer!
Dr. Irvin Reid
President
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The College Store 
May 13-23,1991
Monday-Thursday 8:3oam-7:30pm 
Friday 8:3oam-4:oopm 
Saturday(May 18th) 9:ooam-i:oopm 
Blanton Hall Atrium 
May 20-22,1991 
io:ooam-7:oopm 
ID REQUIRED
We buy the largest range of books- 
Ha&d or Soft bound. , _ v
congratulate the
on a job well done 
/GkcOv&i  /4cUu$t& 
fe ti A  ‘B eatty 
yCttiate* (ZetncU* 
fenny &<vtnefo 
¿ d o n y n U n c  
(2 4 n (a U itc  'T K c -d e c in  
B etty 'THedtnn, 
S tty n A e ty  
¿dawtn, TVe&t
We build to our walls!
Phi Sigma Sigma is a Class 4 of the SGA
IMPORTANT 
BUYBACK INFO
RETAIL...THE BEST OFFER
We will pay up to 50%  of the book price providing
the textbook:
A- Will be required for next term.
B- Is needed to fill next term’s enrollment.
C- Is in reusable condition.
Example:
You paid $46.00  for a textbook...
We will pay $23.00  or 50% .
WH0LE8ALE...THE NEXT BEST OFFER
4- For books having a national demand, the Bookstore will 
pay 15% to 40%  of the new book price.
+  Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler who 
recycles them to other colleges and universities.
•b Old editions have no national value.
REMEMBER...
•j* Recycling your used books is good tor the environment 
and lowers the price of textbooks.
•h Books with writing or highlighting may have value.
The price of books is determined by the publishers, 
not the Bookstore.
+  Wholesale prices are based on national supply & demand. 
•b Damaged copies will be deducted appropriately.
Old editions will not be purchased.
OUR GOAL IS TO BUY 
BACK AS MANY 
OF YOUR BOOKS
AT 50% AS 
POSSIBLE.
Z ê 41*1«
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YOGI BERRA’S RACQUETBALL CLUB
$ 2 5i year'rciacquetball membership
SAVE 35% by joining the club NOW!!
NO MONTHLY DUES Fees are paid only when you decide to 
use the club's facilities
Racquetbali court fees range between $8 and $2.50 per hour 
per person.
(example: prime time court fee of $16 is $8 each for 2 players or 
$4 each for four players/non-prime time court fee of $10 is $5 
each for 2 players or $2.40 each for four players).
FREE USE of fitness equipment is included with payment of 
the court fee-"lifecydes," rowing machines,
"lifesteps,""universal weightlifting equipment, "saunas, whirl­
pools and steamroom.
FITNESS EQUIPMENT can be used by racquetbali members 
who want to just workout (not play racquetbali) for a $4 fee.
$25
i M O N T H  FIT N E SS M E M B E R SH IP
UNLIMITED USE of all fitness equipment including steam 
room, sauna, and whir lpool for 1 month 
NO CONTRACT renew your membership only if you decide 
you want to continue to work out at the club
227-4000 JJ! Rt 46 West Fairfield. NJ □  a mUes west of Willowbrook Mall
Mainstage Theater Series
Separim eli! o í B r c a t a t in p .  Speech, Cornimi nica Hon, Banca, and T e a t r i
presents
The Life and flduentures of
nicolas lUckleby
Compelling characters come to life 
in a bygone era
Itlay 2-Q and 9-11 at 8pm 
may 3 and ID at 2:15pm
I t l E I Î l O R I f l L f l U C I T O R I l i m  
for mm information and roseruations call 893-5112
T h e  T V Æ o n t c l a r i o n
E x p er ien ced  
M acin tosh  ^  designing adver,/*e^(
u sers
i n t e s i
Montclarion A dvertising Rates for 1991
Newspaper
Size of ad On Campus Off Campus
1/8 pg. (5x31/2) $ 2 0 . 0 0  $ 4 5 . 0 0
1/4 pg. (5x7) $ 4 4 . 0 0  $ 1 0 5 . 0 0
1/2 pg. (10x7) $ 8 2 - 0 0  $ 1 8 7 . 0 0
Full pg. (10x14) $ 1 4 8 . 0 0  $ 3 4 1 . 0 0
__________Deadline for ads is Monday 3 P . M . ___________________________
Magazine
1 / 2  p g .  $ 5 2 . 0 0  $ 1 1 2 . 0 0
Full pg. $ 1 3 0 . 0 0  $ 2 1 0 . 0 0
Back Page (Full) with color - - - - -  $ 3 0 0 . 0 0
C la ss if ie d s :  There is no charge to students with valid MSC ID cards. Non-SGA-fee-paying 
persons must pay $7 per insertion. Deadline is Friday at noon for the upcoming Thursday issue.
lililí
P Ten years ago this 
week, a victim was 
beneflting from justice, 
while five years ago, 
the faculty was looking 
t for justice of their 
own...
M ay 7,1981
"Rape suspect pleads guilty "
Hezekia Matthews pleaded guilty to having 
forced an MSC coed into a bathroom in Life Hall 
where he forced her to have sex with him and then drive 
him home. To save the victim from the trauma of a  trial, Matthews 
offered to plea bargain. His charge of robbery was dropped, but would be sentenced 
for sexual assault and kidnapping.
May 8,1986
"Dissatisfiedwith contract,  state faculty may strike  "
disapproval of the state’s proposal for their new contract More than 1600 faculty
in room
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Senior to compete in the 
Miss New Jersey pageant
Psychological Services Center 
gives help to troubled students
By Valerie Kalfrin
Outlook Editor________________________
Margarete Hyer will get her diploma this 
May like a lot of other seniors. Last week, 
though, she got a crown she’ll get to keep for 
the rest of her life.
She might even be picking up another 
crown in Wildwood this July.
Hyer is a home economics major with a 
concentration in fashion studies. She’s a ha­
zel-eyed blonde who has been modelling 
part-time since her sophomore year, and 
laughs when she says she is 5 ’9” tall.
“All my sta­
tistics,” she grins.
“I ’m used to this 
now.”
Hyer was 
crow ned M iss 
Bergen County 
last Thursday in 
Norwood, NJ. It 
was only her sec­
ond beauty pag­
eant after placing 
second in the Miss 
Camden County 
pageant on April 
21.
“I just kind of 
walked into it,” 
says the 21-year- 
old Fairlawn na­
tive. “I pushed 
myself because it 
was a challenge.”
Hyer explained that for years people in 
the modelling business had been telling her 
she should enter pageants because she had a 
talent: she learned to play the flute when she 
was eight years old, and plays in a group in 
her church.
One day, though, she got encouragement 
from a former Miss New Jersey whom she 
met in a show at Saks in New York. “She 
overheard me talking about my flute-playing 
in church,” Hyer recalls, “and said, ‘You 
should enter pageants.’ ”
Hyer followed the advice, from her first 
pageant (open to all New Jersey residents) to 
her upcoming third: the Miss New Jersey 
pageant in Wildwood from July 10-13 where 
she will compete against 33 others for the 
title.
She says that although the encourage­
ment helped, the main reason she entered the 
pageants was to help herself and others. “I 
wanted to gain confidence in presenting my 
feelings, thoughts and talent to others. This 
will enable me to give of myself to others, and 
to have the opportunity to make a difference 
in people’s lives,” she says.
It’s been a hectic semester, though, to say 
the least. “I’m trying so hard to do my home­
work, but it’s hard to concentrate,” she says. 
“It’s overwhelming. It’s difficult to juggle 
classes, modelling bookings and preparation 
for the pageant. I ’m exhausted.”
The pageant, Hyer explains, is part of the 
Miss America Division, which has a volun­
teer staff, and contestants are judged as fol­
lows: 40% talent, 30% interview, 15% 
evening gown and 15% swimsuit “There’s a 
lot more involved in it than people realize,” 
she says.
Preparation includes “pageant etiquette,” 
which Hyer says she has yet to leam. “I ’m 
learning things as I go along,” she says. “I 
know I have to have an adult female chaper­
one with me whenever I ’m wearing the 
crown.”
Her chaperone/director, Chary Mikell, 
coordinates all her appearances and press 
conferences during her year-long reign, and
has been helping her work out a platform for 
the Miss New Jersey pageant.
A platform is something that every con­
testant has to have because they have a re­
sponsibility to serve the community in some 
way, Hyer explains. Hers, she says, came 
from a past experience.
“A girl from my town, Colleen Draney, 
died of alcohol consumption at a New Year’s 
party. She was 16 .1 twirled baton with her 
sister, and my brother was in a few of her 
classes.
“Some of the high school students are in 
my church, and I saw the turmoil they were 
going through because she was their friend. 
Her death touched a lot of people.
“I want to work with teenagers in order to 
convince them that consuming alcohol and 
using drugs is not a way to become popular,” 
she says.
Hyer says that even with the work in­
volved, she is enjoying herself. Her family 
has been very supportive (“My father has 
been calling every day,” she says), and the 
competition is exciting.
“Most of the girls are really nice...It’s 
crazy to rush around in the back and get 
ready,” she says.
Besides, her year as Miss Bergen County 
is already something she’ll remember for the 
rest of her life. “The other night at an appear­
ance, they put the spotlight on me and I had to 
get up and wave,” she laughs. “I have an 
official Miss America crown and I get to keep 
it forever.”
By Jaqueline Keller
Correspondent
A college degree can bring a student sev­
eral job opportunities, and inspire him or her 
with a sense of pride and accomplishment. 
Yet getting one can also bring a lot of anxiety.
In fact, anxiety, stress and depression are 
the three most common problems students 
seek help for, according to Dr. Robert Goggins 
of the Psychological Services Center on 
campus.
Goggins is one of the five state-licensed 
psychologists employed at the Center, located 
at the Gilbreth House (on Valley Road across 
from Freeman Hall), who provides free one- 
on-one counseling and psychological services 
for full-time undergraduate students.
"All of our programs are designed to help 
students effectively cope with the problems 
often encountered during their college career. 
We treat all types of problems," Goggins 
said. Part-time and graduate students, faculty 
and staff are also eligible for free, short-term 
counseling and referrals to other off-campus 
agencies.
The Center was founded in the early 1970s 
in response to student requests for a program 
that offered counseling and help with psy­
chological issues. In spite of its "incon­
spicuous" location, Goggins said, student re­
sponses have been favorable, and many take 
advantage of the Center's programs and 
workshops.
"Most of our counseling is done on an 
individual basis,'- said Goggins. "Fortunately, 
the stigma that once surrounded psychologi­
cal visits is now a thing of the past. Today 
many people see psychologists for a whole 
lot of different issues, and there is much less 
of a stigma attached to psychotherapy today 
than there was 30 years ago.”
Nowadays, there is also an aspect of 
technology involved. The Center has a number 
of computer-assisted programs (such as Help- 
Stress, Life/Time Manager, Coping with Tests 
and At Ease) designed to help individuals 
deal with problems, in addition to group 
workshops on topics such as eating disorders, 
stress management and help for children of 
alcoholic parents.
The Center also offers around-the-clock 
services for students with urgent cases. All 
records and visits are confidential and will 
not appear on the student's transcript or any 
other official document.
For more information, call the Gilbreth 
House between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. at 
(201) 893-5211. After 4:30 p.m., the North 
Essex Help Line, a mental health emergency 
service, is available at (201) 744-1954.
Senior and Miss Bergen County, Margarete Hyer
Ophiuchus and the serpent as they appear during the year 
(above) and their shadow at 1:10 p.m. during May, June and July 
(right).
For graduation, sculpture shows 
mythological struggle in shadows
By Anthony DiPasquale
Staff Writer__________________________
The odd-looking structure by Memorial 
Auditorium may look like modem art, but at 
this time of year, it represents something 
much more.
Late in May, the empty tubes and perfo­
rated panels cast the shadow of Ophiuchus, 
the Serpent Bearer, onto a concrete disc at the 
base of the structure in time for graduation. 
Astro-Physics professor Mary Lou West 
planned it that way.
West and a team from the school of Fine 
and Performing Arts collaborated with New
York sculptor Mac Adams to create the 
sculpture, which was finished in 1988. It was 
designed to use the sun’s rotation so that 
during May, June and July at 1:10 p.m., the 
sunlight on the structure would be trans­
formed into a spatial configuration of a man 
entwined with a snake.
West teaches the myth behind the sculp­
ture in her astronomy classes. Ophiuchus was 
a man whose grasp of knowledge was so 
great, she said, that it challenged the gods, 
who ultimately cast him into a constellation. 
As his fate, he was foreverdoomed to struggle 
to maintain control over the symbolic snake 
of knowlege.
It was a logical 
decision to re-create 
this heavenly 
struggle for knowl­
edge in May, when 
so many students 
2 are completing their 
^  struggles and pre- 
J paring to graduate, 
£> she said.
¡ | Hopefully, stu- 
dents looking at the 
16’ by 7’ structure 
a. can revel in the fact 
g that they have con- 
& quered their own 
ja snakes of knowl­
edge, and will con­
tinue to do so in the 
future.
All Around the Campus: The Community Speaks
Compiled by H. David Pollock
H o w  w il l  a p ro p o sed  n in e  p ercen t tu itio n  in c r e a se  a ffe c t  y o u ?
"Fortunately for me, my parents are loan- "More money’s going to have to come out of "Even though I am an EOF student, I may 
ing me money for school, so Til be in debt my pocket Tm already struggling as it is." have to take a loan next year, 
to them for an extra couple of years. But 
for the record, I think the state is ripping 
us off."
"Instead of worrying about my school- 
work, I'm going to have to work and will 
have to spend more time working and less 
time studying."
Kris C. Ferraro
JuniorlSociology
Lester Redrick
Freshman/Biology
Sylvia Battaglia 
FreshmanJUndeclared
Chris Ameo 
Sophomore!Broadcasting
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The Outdoor Jam
Class O ne Concerts spon­
sored the spectacular free out­
door jam, an annual tradition  
atM SC. The Alarm, The Leslie  
Spit Tree-O, and Bigger Tho­
mas perform ed under the trees 
in  the am phitheater last Sun­
day.
The fo llow in g  is a conversa­
tion w ith  a m em ber of Leslie  
Spit Tree-O.
By S.Christohper Paul and Joseph Jam es
Correspondents________________________
A brief conversation with Regina of Leslie 
Spit Tree-O. This conversation took place 
shortly before the band jumped on stage for 
their set on Sunday at the Outdoor Jam.
Joe (to Paul): Got a light?
Paul: (While fidgeting through his pock­
ets searching for a light) No.
Woman: Here, I ’ve got one.
Joe: Thanks. (Short pause). Are you the 
band?
Woman: Well, ah, yeah, sort of—I guess 
you could say that.
Joe and Paul: Are you Leslie?
Woman: No, well yeah, not really.
Joe: What’s you name?
Woman: Regina. What’s yours?
Joe: I ’m Joe and that’s Paul. Nice to meet 
you. Are you guys a trio?
Regina: No we ’re not, we ’ ve got 4 or 5 in 
the band, it depends.
Joe: W ait, if 
you ’re not Leslie and 
the band’s not a trio 
where’d you get the 
name?
R: W e’re all 
from Toronto and in 
this section of town 
there’s a swampy, 
grassy strip that is 
used kind of like a 
dump and it’s called 
Leslie Spit. We had 
a gig to do the next 
day and we needed a 
name —  so we used 
it.
P: So why the 
trio? Was there only 
three of you at one 
time?
R: No, not actu­
ally. We just liked the 
Tree-0 on the end so 
we kept it.
J: How many pairs of socks do you usu­
ally take on tour with you?
R: Excuse me?
P: He wants to know how many socks you 
bring on tour with you.
R: Not enough, but usually I don’t wear 
socks.
P: Is it hard to do your laundry while 
you’re traveling?
R: Yet it is sometimes. We stay in the bus
$
£>
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The Alarm w ore their ow n T-Shirts
Ii
a
Regina from  L eslie Spit Tree-O
a lot Weusuallyjust 
park somewhere 
and sleep in the bus. 
Sleeping on the bus 
helps save money on 
hotel rooms and 
stuff.
P: How have 
The Alarm been? 
Have their shows 
been good?
R: Well, I had 
never heardmuch of 
The Alarm when we 
began this tour with 
them, but I think 
they’re pretty good 
and the crowds have 
been very respon­
sive to them. The 
people there really 
enjoy the show.
P: How have the
crowds been? Have they been large?
R: No not really. Maybe a couple hun­
dred. But the crowds are very responsive like 
I said before. The Alarm was hot the other 
night though, they were really tight.
P: Was that the Ritz show on Thursday 
night?
R: Yeah, I think that was it. That was the 
night—I think. (Short pause) Yeah that was 
it, they were really hot
J: How was the Ritz: What was it, like
W i ftV.1: » 4-V ■ V * V » - • • 9
playing there?
P: Yeah, how was that?
R: It was just another regular show.
P: Was there a big crowd?
R: It was pretty crowded I guess. There 
were a lot of people out on the floor and there 
was also the balcony. There were some people 
up there too.
J : Have you ever been to the States before?
R: Yeah I ’ve been to Maine and Michigan 
and places up around there. I came to New 
York a couple of times with the band and
we’ve traveled and toured all over Canada.
J: What’s the biggest difference between 
the crowds here and the crowds in Canada?
R: The crowds here in the States are more 
lively than in Canada. In Canada people are 
very passive at shows.
J: I went to a party once in Vermont and 
there were some Canadians there and they 
weren’t very passive. They were really drunk 
and rowdy. The best part was when they used 
fire extinguishers to get every one out.
R: Well, I ’m not saying that Canadians 
don’t know how to party. The Canadians you 
met were different than the ones we ’ ve played 
for, that’s all.
P: We read the bio on your band and I 
found it very interesting (the bio stated the 
band was a mix between Peter, Paul and Mary 
minus Paul throw in Neil Young and give 
them a couple of hits of acid). I was wonder­
ing where you got this from. Who came up 
with the description?
R: We took that from reviews that were 
written about us and we came up with some 
of it and the record company also added some 
of that too so it was a combination of a lot of 
different sources.
P: How did the band get its start?
R: When we started we were busking on 
the streets of Toronto. Someone heard us and 
asked us to play in a club and we began to play 
in bars, we ere still busking on the streets 
occasionally.
P: How did you get a record contract?
R: We just kept playing in bars in the 
Toronto area and we developed a small fol­
lowing. Some of the people that liked what 
we were doing invited friends and it just kept 
spreading like that.
P: So you really didn’t do anything to get 
a record contract, they just sort of approached 
you?
R: Yeah that’s right. We just kept playing 
out and the right person happened to see us 
and we ended up getting signed.
At this point we spoke for a few minutes 
about mother trivial subjects, then Regina left 
to join the rest of the band on stage for then- 
set.
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Tuesday, May 14th and 
Wednesday, May 15th 
io:ooam-4:oopm
Student Center Ballrooms
Give the Gift of Life!!!
Featuring Free the Administrator
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega-a class four of the SGA
C o n g r a tu la tio n s  to  th e  g ra d u a tin g  
b ro th ers o f  P h i S ig m a  P i:
Suzanne Alfano 
Jolyn DeSantis
^  -tr  f r *  -
Robyn Deutchman 
Lisa Gumul 
Kurt Heinrich
Dina Sgambatti
G o o d  L u c k !!
W e’ll M is s  y o u  a ll!!
j
Phi Sigma Pi is a  Class 4 of SGA
THINKING OF GRAD 
SCHOOL?
W H A T YOU N E ED  FO R  SU C C E SS IN TH E  R E V IE W  P R O C E S S : 
1. Classes of 10 students or less.
2. Relevant class material that uses released LSAT, GMAT and GRE exams. 
3. Individual workshops offered throughout the program .
4. Computerized diagnostic review of in-class released GRAD EXAMS.
5. Application essay review with one of our admissions experts.
What you don't need..«
1. Ciasses of 30 ++
2. Outdated material written 
just for the prep class.
3. Cassette tapes
4. One diagnostic.
5. A generic seminar.
WHERE CAN YOU GET WHAT YOU NEED?
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D U C A T I O N A L  G R O U P
Call us for a F R E E  diagnostic test and consultation ...
(201) 535-1100
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I rreverently 
speaking Out of 
Brillo, the latest 
LP from Dirty 
Dishes, is a mas­
terpiece. Yes, 
former Glen 
Ridge resident 
Norm “Bass De­
sires” Williams 
and soon moving
to Arizona, George “Stick” 
Steinmetz have been released from 
Sing Sing reuniting one more time 
along with the rest of the band, they 
are collectively known as Dirty 
Dishes. They have just switched 
record labels and are now found on 
Earache Records. Earache is the 
“ e x p e rim e n ta l”  branch of Dutch 
R oom  V inyl Distributors, whose 
products are available at finer vinyl 
vendors throughout the East Coast.
"Hideous A.A. Women" is the pseudo 
ballad that starts off side one. Within my role 
as a writer, I appreciate fine lyrics. The fa­
mous guy persona within myself usually la­
ments the cruel twist of fate that prohibits said 
persona from performing anything besides 
unmelodious utterances. Hence; I voice. 
Anyhow, way, or where, I like lyrics. I have 
always liked lyrics, I have always enjoyed 
reading, when I was a chronological child I 
read as an escape, I escaped into other people’s 
words, I read voraciously, anything that I 
could get my biscuit hooks on. Almanacs, 
bibles, cereal boxes, dictionaries, encyclope­
dias, insecticide instructions, jalapeno pep­
per packages, kites, labels, money, numerous 
naughty things, odes, Peter Max Poster, quaint 
collectibles, record jackets, saccharin warn­
ings, twist tonguesters, umbrellas, walls, xe­
rographic etchings, Yosemite Sam comics, 
and Zorastrian tenants.
Man did I wander from the point there, is 
it any wonder that this obviously irreverent 
column is entitled Record Irreverence? "Hid­
eous A.A. Women" chronicles a recovering 
alcoholic's complaint that all the recovering 
A. A  women who committed untold amounts 
of sexually hideous acts while they were 
drinking, are not about that anymore, in re­
covery. It continues to characterize the con­
fusion experienced by its subject returning 
home alone to an empty house complete with 
a recreation room crammed crock full of 
plastic sheets, Diehard batteries, assorted and 
sundry toys, lotions, and lingerie, and not one 
but two fifty-five gallon drums of Crisco. 
Basically our boy is pissed that he can not get 
any of these A.A. babes to slam dunk his 
situation in any of the sick, sordid, silly, or 
stupid scenarios his sick mind has concocted. 
It seems that now that they are in recovery, 
these used-to-be coke whores, winos, and 
otherwise get-me-high-I’ll-get-you-off slime 
bunnies have become prudes. Realize that 
our boy has transferred addictions, and had 
just one pickup technique, that of waving a 
bag of dope in front of the eyes of his in­
tended. Incredible as it may seem, I identify 
with his feelings, I empathize.......
Neal Dougherty’s
R ecord
Irreverence
Dirty Dishes Clean up with 
Out of Brillo
Out o f Brillo's release date was timed to 
coincide with Earth Day and its “b” side is 
primarily a typical “save the planet” endeavor. 
"Wrapping That Rascal Up" starts off side 
two with, and about, a bang. A hard driving 
full throttle rocker that implores the listener 
to “wrap that rascal up” before engaging in 
sexual activities. With a lyrical hook as catchy 
as “...you ain’t slobbing on my throbbing...” 
"Wrapping That Rascal Up" is sure to be a big 
hit among today's pubescent teenagers. Al­
though cautioning against disease, over 
population, un-wanted pregnancy and 
swelling stomachs, "Wrapping That Rascal 
Up" turns into a poignant plea to dispose of 
used prophylactics properly, instead of lit­
tering the nation's streets, ala 11 th Avenue in 
Manhattan, where drummer George “Stick” 
S teinmetz apparently slipped on an offending 
and offensive banana peel like prophylactic, 
breaking his arm and cancelling last year's 
tour. "Wrapping That Rascal Up" ends in a 
quasi rap “...Buy it, Try it, apply it.” Which 
segues real nice into the next paragraph.
This elucidating essay will now become a 
process paper, destined to coherently explain 
a process of some sort, all you plagiarizing 
English Composition folks please pay par­
ticular attention. This paper makes the fol­
lowing assumptions: 1) That I am not alone; 
just why in the hell would I be installing a 
prophylactic if I were alone? 2) That I will be 
assisted by a benign, beautiful, bodacious, 
assistant, who is quite adept at raising my 
consciousness, among other attributes or 
appendages, 3) That I am health conscious 
these days.
Regardless of the circumstances, as they 
are not pertinent to the outcome here, let it be 
sufficient to say that I have been sufficiently 
aroused. Let it also be stated that I have 
carried my amiable, anonymous assistant into 
the bedroom. And finally allow me to attest to 
the facts as they are: that we are ardently 
amorous, that I have reached the anticipated 
state of arousal, and that it has become mu­
tually agreed upon that now is the time to 
install the prophylactic.
Trying really hard (perhaps a poor word 
choice here) to get on with it (both the pro­
phylactic and the act as quickly as possible) 
without committing the dreaded “coitus in- 
terruptus,” I lean over my ever-so-lovely 
assistant, reach into the drawer of my night 
table, and procure a box of twelve prophylac­
tics. With all the dexterity that the situation 
allows, I remove one tamper-resistant, her­
metically sealed foil pouch.
Realize that once firmly established in my 
amorous state of arousal, I tend to exhibit 
superb eye hand coordination and fine motor 
skills as I so dexterously attempt to open the 
aforementioned tamper-resistant, hermeti­
cally sealed foil pouch. Gently removing its
contents, the 
condom, I care­
fully place said foil 
wrapper on the 
night table, and 
then am faced with 
the following di­
lemma:
Do I say, with 
all the suaveness 
at my disposal, 
pardon me Toots, 
while I place this 
condom on my 
situation? Do I 
reach over, mm on 
the light, and ascertain which way this par­
ticular prophylactic unrolls, understand that 
the way the condom unrolls is important in 
effective installation, and finally, after care­
ful manipulation, install the condom on my 
“love muscle”? Or do I calmly reach down, 
take the situation in hand, and install said 
prophylactic on said situation hoping that I 
have the right side up? And that it will slide on 
down, sort of like a fireman sliding down a 
firepole rushing to put out a fire?
Or do I tell you the truth, which is often 
hard (oops) difficult for me? And explain that 
I solicited the aid of my aforesaid amiable and 
amorous assistant, which is much more ap­
pealing to me, and certainly more romantic, 
as it involves her in the process? And actually 
allow her (what a guy) to install the prophy­
lactic? I must interject here that I once knew 
a slime bunnie named Frenchie, who could 
swallow a condom, and then install it with her 
mouth, all in one delicious motion. However, 
that is the story best left for another day.
The question as to why I must go through 
the above ordeal raises its ugly head here, The 
answer is that sexually transmitted diseases 
are no longer cute or curable. The days of 
joking with your pals, over at the penicillin 
store, are gone. As well as the body-crab 
races across the bar, and the jovial warnings 
to avoid whats-her-name, today, thanks to 
AIDS, sexual responsibility is a life-or-death 
situation; today, I want to live!
KRS-One
By Nickolette Phillips
Correspondent________________________
The King James Bible and the Dictionary 
o f English degrade both women and people of 
color. This was just one controversial idea 
among many presented yesterday, May 8, by 
Chris Parker, also known as KRS-One of 
Boogiedown Productions, who spoke to a 
supportive audience on his concept "Revo­
lution of the Mind" at 8pm in the student 
center ballrooms.
He started onto his argument with how 
much people base their lives on the King James 
Bible and the common dictionary, based on 
the king's English. These two books were 
written with only the attributes of the white 
male in mind, and degrade others in order to 
show how superior the ruling class was and 
still is. He went on to demonstrate how easily 
we contribute perpetuation of these lies by 
not asking questions.
He gave many solutions for this world of 
"techno slaves." He said we must question 
what is taught to us and do research on our 
own. We must love our brothers and sisters 
and see G-d in ourselves. Then we can make 
an effort towards an organized intellectual 
revolution.
New albums from Gypsy 
Woman and Xymox
By Laurie Jeffers
Staff Writer
Gypsy woman: She’s Homeless 
“She’s just like you and me/ as she stands 
there singing for money/ La Da Dee/ La do da 
do...” Not in this lifetime, baby. I think I ’m 
going to be ill. This album contains three 
different cuts of the single, “She’s Homeless.” 
Each mix is more annoying than the last. The 
only thing going for this album is that it has a 
good beat. Lyrically....how can I say this 
nicely? It stinks. Obviously they are trying to 
make a statement about the homeless, but 
between the La-da-da’s and horrendous vo­
cals, you kind of miss the point. It might make 
a good club song, but I wouldn’t recommend 
this album to anyone. Yech? *
Xymox: Phoenix
This album is loaded with wonderful lyrics 
and interesting Soho-reminiscent music, but 
as for that singing, I could just go to sleep. 
This album has a lot of potential to be up there 
with R.E.M. and other Pop/New Wave art­
ists, but it seems to be lacking emotion.
“You know I ’ve got this feeling/ You 
have this sense of freedom...Inyour arms I’m 
losing hold/ Losing touch, losing hold...” - 
Phoenix of my Heart.
“It is written in the stars/ It’s written on 
the wall/ You will defy my heart/ Take my 
soul/ Faith written in the stars/ Face the 
change of life/ Face the chains of love...” - 
Written in the Stars.
“My words seem so grey, so grey/ By 
your sweeping colours swirling down/I know 
they’re so few, I know/ Who smile like you 
do...” -Smile Like Heaven.
Some songs seem to neverend; but overall 
it’s a good album. Nothing I would pay money 
for, but nothing I would refuse to listen to 
either. This album seems to have a lot to say 
about love and life, but the artists seem to be 
holding back. Their singing is flat and 
booooring... My advice to them would be to 
lighten up and let go. This album should be a 
hit...but it isn’t. ***
P.S. Don’t ask me how “Xymox” is pro­
nounced, because I have no clue myself.
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For Rent
-1M/F roomate wanted to sublet three 
bedroom apartment in Belleville, for May 
through Sept. $250 a month plus 1/3 
utilities. (20 Minutes from school). Public 
transportation available. Call Laila 450- 
1344.
-2 females wanted for 2 spacious rooms 
and private bath. Located on the Fairway 
in Upper Montclair. Approximately 5 
minutes from campus. Needed for January 
-until.... For more information call 783- 
7842.
-M/F housemate wanted to share 3BR 
house. Own HRS, BR. Share EIK, LR, W/ 
D. Walking distance to MSC and bus 
stops. June 1st. Clean and quiet area.
$400 + utilities. Call 509-9625 or 783- 
1773.
Attention
-FOUND: Blue cross blue shield card. 
April 29th. Contact Dr. Schwegel, English 
Dept. Ext. 7319.
-Looking for friendly coirespondance.
Will answer anyone who writes. Love to 
talk about anything and everything.
Looking for positive input and hopefully a 
new friend or two. If curious please write: 
Lee McVay B-39477, Arizona State Prison, 
Florence, Arizona 85232.
-HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUM­
MER? Jet there anytime with 
AIRHITCH(R). (As reported in NY Times 
& Let’s Go!) AIRHITCH(R) 212-864- 
2000.
.♦♦♦Graduate School***The Princeton 
Review** *If the LSAT, GMAT, GRE or 
MCAT are in your future, The Princeton 
Review should be too. With small classes
(fewer than 12 students) grouped by ability, 
and the most up-to-date materials available, 
The Princeton Review offers the best test 
preparation anywhere. For more informa­
tion, call 800/876-3107.
-RESUME: For Entry Level, Professional 
& Summer Jobs. Written, Edited, Laser 
Printed. By Ex-Wall Street Business 
Executive. Call: (201)743-6690.
For Sale
-FOR SALE: Nintendo PowerPad. $35. 
Brand New with Game! Call 783-2240. 
-FOR SALE: 1985 Daytona Turbo-Z, AM/ 
FM cassette, cruise, tilt, a/c, t-tops, 
etc...Must Sell! Call 746-2420.
-JACKETS, TEE-SHIRTS, SHORTS, 
ETC...if needed call JACKETS PLUS at 
423-6030.
Help Wanted
-Creative person needed to work in retail 
store to assemble fruit and gourmet baskets 
plus assist with telephone orders. Part 
time/flexible hours. Fruit Basket King, 800 
Bloomfield, West Caldwell. Call 228- 
1252.
-Babysitter for toddler. Mondays and 
Wednesdays, 3-9:30 pm. Begins May 20 
through Summer. Extra Hours Available. 
Must have own transportation. Call 509- 
1942.
-PHOTOGRAPHER SEARCHING 
GOODLOOKING ATHLETIC MALES 
FOR SUMMER PHYSIQUE PHOTOS: 
MUST HAVE MUSCLE TONE & BE IN 
GOOD SHAPE. UP TO $20.00 per hr. 
Reply with name, photo, phone, stats. To 
Summer Male, P.O. Box 40, Maywood, NJ 
07607.
-’’Around for the Summer? Montclair
home needs help with housework and/or 
yard work four hours each week. Flexible 
hours. $5/hour. Call 783-5966.” 
-Babysitter Wanted for Saturday evenings 
for 3 month old and 4 year old. Loving, 
experience with infants necessary. Refer­
ences required. $4.00/hr. Phone 744-6440 
after 8:00 PM only.
-Summer job opportunity for experienced 
babysitter, full time or part time position 
available, to care for 2 1/2 year old in our 
Upper Montclair home. Excellent salary. 
References required. Call 783-3908. 
-Babysitter needed for quiet, bright 9 year 
old boy, 4-7 pm, M, T, Th, and Fri. Must 
drive, own car helpful. Some meal 
preparation and light housekeeping. 
References. Call 744-8276, Leave message 
on tape.
-Summer job. Need a female student over 
18 to take care of our 3 year old son. Must 
have experience with children. Be caring 
and resourceful. Upper Montclair area, 
783-0642.
-Child care needed for a 10 week old infant 
at my home. Experience with infants a 
must!! Times needed: MWF 3:00-5:00pm 
(flexible) and some weekend nights.
Please call Debbie Chao at 893-0306 if 
interested.
-Part Time: Phys. Ed. major needed to 
design workout program for Senior Citizen 
in Garfield. Salary negotiable. Call 483- 
6978 after 5 pm.
-Responsible Babysitter: Wanted for 6 
month old in Nutley. 3 days per week, 5 
hours per day, some flexibility in times. 
Must have references and our own trans­
portation. Call 667-7285.
-Telemarketing - Part time. Morning, 
afternoon & evening shifts available. $5 
per hour & Commissions. Great for 
Students. Call 227-8802.
-P.M.R.C. NANNY SERVICE is hiring 
qualified CHILD CAREGIVERS to 
provide childcare. Dependable transporta­
tion and a phone as well as experience is 
required. Part time and full time positions 
are available. Call 342-9442 between 10 
am and 12 noon or leave message.
- Babysitter Wanted - 2 adorable girls 
ages 3 and 1. Good pay. Minimum 8hrs/ 
week - Prefer someone with car. Verona. 
Call Barbara 857-5078
Dr. Blank teaches 11 session 
complete review. Copious 
study materials. Video 
cassette make-ups. Interview 
counseling. 90% success rate.
Dr. Blank »986 9054
L S A T
Dr. Blank teaches 
8 session personalized 
LSAT course. In-depth 
analysis of question 
types plus four full-length 
LSATs. Advice. 
Reasonable Cost.
Dit. B lank 966 -90 5 4
Personals
-Rey, Happy belated 19th birthday. Loving you
always. Rocky #143
-Chri, Glad we’re back. Shar
-Oh what a night - Theta Kappa Chi Formal
1991!
-Karen (senior committee) Thanx for the dance:
now You owe Me one. Sam
-Onge, Your secret admirer still wants you...
-To my Jake Ryan(Senate) If you only knew 
how much I want you. The Blonde from 
Carnival!!
-Jason(TKE) Thanks for all your understanding. 
Looking forward to RCB. Love Kathleen(Iota) 
-Zetas: Grow up, drunks! You give the truth to 
the definition: Freshman. U NO WHO: John 
Fiore wouidn’t  want you.if you tried.
-Why am I here?
-I love Maureen Hanahan!!
-In my eyes, you are the merchant of bad 
kharma. XOXOXO, Luisa C.
-Gav (D-Chi) I haven’t been this happy in a 
long time. Thanks for being you. You’re the 
best and I love you. Love Jill (Iota)
-To the boozehound, What will I do when 
school’s over? I’ll go into detox. Oh no! Love 
the drunken slug
-Karen, Next time you have to go to the 
bathroom either go inside or watch out for 
potholes. Love Andrea
-Maria(Iota) You’re the greatest! I’m so glad we 
became friends. I really value your advice. Love 
Kristie (Sigma)
-To everyone at Clove Rd. who has been 
recycling: Thanks. Mother Nature Loves You!! 
Squall
-For all you who party and not recycling beer 
cans, what the f— are you waiting for. Squall 
-Person whose former nickname was synony­
mous with hunger-The Pope speaks over 30 
languages, are you sure he doesn't speak 
Yiddish? Person whose new nickname is 
synonymous with a tool used to cut down trees. 
-Peace, Love, & Happiness -For us FOREVER!!
I love you Thomas, xoxo Renee 
-Chrissy(Iota) This weekend was so forgetable. 
Love Latenight herself.
-Rob(Senate) Remember it’s in the eyes! Love 
Destiny
-To my new roomate: since the personal I made 
last week didn’t come out — I tried this week. 
Just wanted to say - You’re fun to hang out 
with. Jenn
-Ginger: I’ve got a really SWEET big. Love 
Chrissy
-Bob & Ozzy: Maybe we can try that again on
our real Birthdays...Thanks for dinner anyway!
Love Andrea and Vicki
-Are Mike and Pete the Skipper and Giligan or
what?
-Tony, JoserRafa: cool roomies, you need a 
shave, though. John ,
-Ginger - A little sugar with your beer? 
-Kelly(Iota) I’m gonna miss you, PS the beer at 
the meeting was a nice touch. Luv TMcG 
-Erin (Zcta): Learn how to stay away from taken 
men...
-Dear KATHLEEN, I’m so proud of you.
Keep it up! Your friend forever, ALI 
-Pam(Iota) You’re awesome & I can’t wait til 
summer. Susan
-Katie and Carolyn, Let's take over the West 
Village AND get the birds high!! ALI 
-Montclair Food & Men: Looks can be 
deceiving and both leave you thoroughly 
unsatisfied.
-Delta Rho Sigma: Running rampid though 
MSC
-Theta Xi - What happened to the mixer, can’t 
have one if everybody goes home. Spider 
-Lisa-The headline read “Female Clove Road 
Resident Single Handedly Captures The 
Masturbator!!”
-Rossi(Senate) the name fight was interesting! 
TELL ME! Your “admirer”
-Denise (Theta) I had the best time at the 
formal. John (D-chi)
-BA - Thanks for being a great date at the 
swing. Stefanie
-Jenn-Ditto. Beth
-Campos-a 2:00 am deadline!! loveth, chainsaw 
-Renee - 1 don’t like pits, pits, pits in my juice, 
juice, juice! I like...Love Felicia 
-Sigmas - Wildwood ‘91 is coming fast. Just 3 
more weeks till fun in the sun!
-Spider - Swing over to my room anytime.
P.LR.
-SENATE: Congratulations to Tizzi, Belle,
Coo, Beast, Sluggo, and Zed.. Love, JD 
-Ginger we got the 5 bills, it's showtime! 
-Joe(D-chi) I’m sorry. You know who 
-Donny(senate) Here’s your apology. Love 
always. The Marie Crew (SDT)
-Frank(ZBT) I’m still waiting for your come 
back. Did you really try or are you just afraid of 
me? Ha Ha. love, Ferocia 
-Michele, I’m sorry about your personal. Don’t 
be mad. Love me
-LeighAnn: Thanks for everything. Your’e
awesome! I love you. Sharyn
-LeighAnn: No more liquor for you. Love Chri
-Michelle: The summer will change everything.
Keep smiling. Love Nancy
-A $300 banquet!! I swear there will be hell to
paylloveth, chainsaw
-Mara: Your’e really hot. I’d like to get to 
know you better. Love your secret admirer 
-Sisters of Iota: Have an awesome summer! I 
love you and I’ll miss all of ya! Danielle O. 
-D-Phi-E: Thanks for an awesome four years. I 
love you guys. Remember alumni Kathy. Love 
Dani
-Hot dogs! Hamburgers! Cheese Burgers! $1 
donation or take the hot dog challenge, 
sponsored by the outdoor jamming trio for the 
glorification of meaningless tasks. Thanks 
ladies.
-To Julie in Technology - Here’s your personal. 
We’re outta here. Love Dani 
-Pete(ZBT) Thanks for the hell ride home. Do 
you even remember? i wish we didn’t. 
LeighAnn & Maggie
-To LeighAnn, the best senior swing date a girl 
can have. We had the best time. Friday, SGA
Banquet is Part two. Love Maggie
-To all Munchers, Eat it up, share it, Munch,
Munch Munch GW
-John D.: Congrats on Pres. Love ya! Kelly 
Bundy
-Next years editors-Do not eat the com on the
cob!loveth, chainsaw
-Big Bird-Sure you have a friend named
Snuffleupagus.White trash
-Alina-Gee, if we're here in 3 1/2 hrs., we can
go get breakfast.--Val
-JenG(Iota) Thanks for the teeth marks. Luv 
your big
-Doodle, Lovely performance Fri. night. You 
are a baffoon!
-Mara, The alarm concert was awesome! But
what happened after that —? Lush
-Chris & Kath (Iota) We love you guys - we
must hang out!! Love Ei & Sue
-Jon Max-Go drink a sprite, loveth, chainsaw
-Thomas - What a great time we had at the
“swing”! I love ya honey, your angel
-LeighAnn (IOTA) You just wish that you could
be me! Jealous! Love, Christine
-Alison you wench-where's my six of Rolling
Rock? Bob
-Come with me, my love, to the sea, the sea of 
love. I wanna tell you just how much I LOVE 
YOU.
-Get the batteries and cable, I think grandma is 
dead.
-Rachel M. Bailey, you are the bestest room­
mate that I ever done had!! Love, Ali (hie)!! 
-Andrew- thank you for the past year. Don’t 
leave- stick around, I need you! Nance 
-Congradulations to Becky, and the entire new 
Exec. Board of Sigma Delta Phi. I love you 
guys! Nance
-Snoopy loves Woodstock!
-Hello Sire!! Have a wonderful day, my lord. 
The Princess
-J - It’s been nice talking to you again!! Keep in 
touch. Ice cubes
-Christian:*Our apartment is going tobe the 
eighth wonder of the world. Lori
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eighth wonder of the world. Lori 
-Patti & Girls: Let’s do Pathmark! Lori 
-To Carla Roberts: Happy 20th Birthday &
Many many more. Don’t say you never rec’r 
anything from me. Love Robyn your R.A. 
-Michele & the 11 OB men - we still have next 
year to have fun together. I can’t wait. Love ya - 
JoJo
-Bon Bons & Caryner - My doodies! You’ve 
changed my world by making me your roomie, 
this WAS the best semester, ever and I owe it all 
to u both. Cherished memories, thanx & I love 
ya. Jo Jo
-Wrinkles: Here’s to a speedy recovery! Love 
Aunt Lisa
-To Snuff, Very special person. You still don’t 
realize how much 1 care about you. Big Bird 
-To the Bald, Sexy, Security Guard: I love what 
I see!
-Laura West, you’re super. Love you. Your 
grand big, Patrice
-Trish Snyder “JanBrady” - Welcome home you 
roll in the mud kind of girl you! Love Goddess, 
your friend always
-Kristie - Wildwood! You better go! Love THE 
BLENDER
-Stud muffin#l: Baby, you still got it! Lustly, 
Cherry
-Carla, Thanks for your support and friendship. 
I’ll miss you a lot next year. Love Becky 
-Imps: I have no friends. Oh well at least your 
my friend.
-Danner - I wonder if your mom would know if 
cows really lay down if it’s gonna rain out. 
Maybe we’ll find out in the summertime. Love 
ya, me
-To Dan’s cat - I’m free all week day nights.
GW
-LeighAnn - You are amazing! (You boozer) 
That’s all I have to say about this weekend! Luv 
ya, Mara
-To Phi Sigma Pi brothers - remember, Nerds 
rule! Especially A1 Mugno!
-Scott, Can’t you see her huge butt?? Get 
glasses!!
-Janet, please don’t give up.
-Has anybody seen Wendy Sailing?Gregg 
-Hey #9 “LAX”: How’s about working my 
button. I’ll be watching you.
-To my secret admirer: Who are you? Onge 
-Karen - I’ll still get revenge for the “spit” -you 
wait and see. Love the "butt” of all you jokes 
-Jenn, Christy and Karen: -I’ll really miss you 
guys. You’re the best!! Love the “Whinee” 
-Charmin - 1 had fun jumping on the malts.
We’ll have to do it again sometime, oh yeah, 
you ate it! (heehee) Jennifer 
-Michele - we missed you last week. You 
should have been there, all of us 
-Break a Leg - to the cast and crew of Nicholas 
Nickleby - I love you guys. Love Fanny 
-To the best little Heather(PhiSig) Congratula­
tions. I love you. Love your big Kathy 
-Ginger(Iota) I’m going out with Satan Sat. 
night. Want to double date with his brother? 
Lisa
-Kelley(Iota) You’re an awesome roomate! I 
hope your attitude rubs off on me. I’ll miss you 
very much! Love Lisa
-To the queen of 106A - You’re the CUTEST 
roomie I’ve ever had. Love P.C.
-Keith, Be there 5/22/91! This could be the last 
dance until then...Good luck on your exams. 
Jennifer.
-Niomi: try it you will like it. Christian 
-Lori & Patty: Life can’t get any better. 
Christian
-To the residents of the 15th floor of Bohn Hall: 
I’ll miss you all when I am gone. Good luck on 
finals. Love Robyn
-to all the brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon: 
congratulations on the 5th year anniversary of 
the Rho-Beta chapter. 5 years of excellence and 
still on top.
-That’s my puddy Francis in that window!! 
-Vicki(PhiSigmaPi) Didn’t mean to walk out on 
you on the dance floor. Was too 
drunk....probably. JAVED
-Marie: Congrats & best of luck! You’re a great 
person and I’ll miss you! Love LM 
-Robyn, No one could ask for a better girlfriend 
then you. You are gorgeous and I love you. 
Remember the Jetty at Point Pleasant. It will be 
very important in our lives. Love Nick - your 
man forever!
-To the two other musketeers: You have made 
this semester really great and I ’ll miss you. 
-Karen - Congratulations! We are so proud of 
you! Sharon & Patti
-Patti(SigTauNu) Only 14 days until the big 
day! Love Sharon
-Jeanne(SigTauNu) Please pass the jelly! Love 
us!
-DC from NJ: Just wanted to say hello. Murf 
-To Tara and Jenny, Never forget about bikini 
underware man at the Red Zone. I know I 
won’t! Luv, Mara Hara
-Shadow - I’ll hook you up, My closet is full of 
cloth hangers. The Grand Wizard 
-UB - Awesome V-Ball Game!!¡Spider 
-Hey Hermer! Yabba Dabba Doo! Love, Betty 
& Wilma
-Bill - the word of the day is woods!
-Lynda - Next time try putting it in PARK! your 
such a goof! But I love ya! Janet 
-Sue Barr - Let’s go back to the Norfolk Hilton, 
Order room service, and request Steve and Dan: 
the hotel operator. Love you Janet 
-Congratulations on the Beta Class. Torse 
-Brat! Quit hogging the bathroom on Wednes­
days. “Super” Ego
-Axl worshipper. Guns & roses are going to 
rule, second row. do you think we’ll touch him? 
-Felicia: My little-the treasurer. Wow! I’m so 
proud of you. Good luck!
-G.R.(McEarly Bros) I would really like to get
to know you even if we only became friends.
Love the long haired girl
-Jimmy, You were an awesome date at the
formal. We’ll grow together. Love Nikki
-Jim Sloan: Thanks for everthing, you know
how to cheer a girl up. Jenn
-Greta & Jill (Theta) It was an awesome limo
ride! Even though it was short! I love you guys.
Love your little
-Jeanne, We had another awesome year! I 
couldn’t picture any other roomate as under­
standing as you. Thanx-Laurie 
-Elvira: Don’t worry be Happy. We’re going to 
see G&R June 13th.
-Patrice: wasn’t the barbeque awesome!!
Hilltop, sherwin, pretty close!
-Ana - Congratulations! You’ll do a great job. 
Love you G&R partner
-Conrad: Your the greatest. I owe ya one. Love 
the careless one
-Phi Sig Zetas are finally sisters and its great! 
-Storyteller: Thanks for all the neat stuff and 
it’s great to be a sister. Homey 
-Gordon, Smiling at you just isn’t enough. I 
would like to get to know you better. Love, too 
shy to talk to you
- Alf, Thank you so much for letting me take 
your place at the senior banquet.
-Pipi Long Stockings - The 2nd Row/Do you 
think Axl will notice me then? He better! Love 
Sunshine
-Brother Sami: You are the coolest nerd I know. 
Cool nerd Mara
-There’s a shoulder hair in my pocket 
-Amy, To put it simply, no one could ask for a 
better 2nd girlfriend then you. Thanks for all 
your help!! Nick
-Seniors of Sigma - Congratulations and I wish 
you the best of luck. I’m going to miss you all. I 
love you. Ana D
1 -Kelly Morrison(Iota) We’ll miss you. Best of 
luck....Love the sisters of Iota Gamma Xi 
-Liz: Am i being ignored?
-Huff, You are so fine. Be my muster.
-Cheryl, Traci, Jimbo, Marc, Tony and John: 
We had a great time playing quarters and we 
will have to have some more sex on the beach! 
Rosemary
-Dave(Tau Phi Beta) My date is so blunt, but 
he’s the best! Thanks for a great time! Love
you, Andrea
-Leah(Sig Tau) I just might actually be okay! I 
know it was only one night and now I have to 
let go somehow, but he made me really happy at 
the time! Thanks for your concern. Love Andrea 
-Viper(More than words -Extreme) “What 
would you do if my heart was tom in two?” 
Someone who really cares 
-to all the new Phi Sigma Sigma sisters, 
Congratulations! I love you and am proud of all 
of you. PS61, PS69 Love Colleen 
-Susan - Red zone this Saturday? - 
Kidding! !!Love Ei
-Andreia(SDT) Your the best little! Love 
Mary(SDT)
-Congratulations to the new Phi Sigma Pi 
Secretary from the new V.P. You’re the best 
little!
-Keith, Thanks for a great time and the ride 
home Sat. nite. Meet me at the table sometime! 
-Alli(SDT) I miss you - Love you - We must 
bond. Ei
-Joe(D-Chi) I’m sorry You know who 
-Monte, Thanks for listening and caring. Love 
Renee
-Who the hell is poohbear? AND who the hell
cares!?
-Lisa(SDT) Future roomie - we are shorebound! 
Love Ei
-Dave S(AXP) I had an awesome time at the
formal. Thanks! Danielle
-Samantha - Hey male! Let’s take a trip down
under! I love you. Nancy
-AXP - Sorry about the purple paint on you
letters. Janine & Michelle
-Mary, Never forget that you mean the world to
me. Love Jeanine
-Chrissy(SDT) How about some vodka slushies
on a Sunday night!! Love you! Ei
-Steen: We are the best big and little team! L3.
Love your big sis, Nancy
-Congrats to SDT on their back to back softball
wins.
-TNT(Totally Nerdy Twits) Leant how to play 
softball real soon.
-Identity Crisis: Jill, Onge, Cyndi, & Terri: We 
did awesome. I had so much fun. Love Spaz 
-Nichol & Jen(SDT) We’re a great family! Love 
Sue (SDT)
-Stacey(SDT) your the best little. I love you Ei 
-Willy - 1 love you, let’s make it work out! Love 
Mary (SDT #41)
-(SDT) Krissy - it works two ways! #41 
-Bob and Pete, welcome to AXP! Crash(#18) 
-Erin - How clean did you feel last Tuesday? 
The flys were multiplying by the thousands. Liz 
-Joy, Do you feel silly? He He HE! To the best 
swing ever. Liz
-Lama, I think I hear Ronald calling us! We 
have to hurry and get there soon. Liz 
-Brett (ZBT) Don’t worry I’m not going 
anywhere!! Me
-Kristin(Poindexter) Who are all those men and 
why are you with the skinny-skrawny one??? 
-Don - A little sunburn, a little tired but a lot of 
fun. Thanx for the weekend. Happy 2 years! 
Love Kelly
-Don-1 can’t wait till RCB. Hopefully we 
won’t get as burnt this weekend as last. Love 
Kelly
-Sharon, Whatever happens you are still 
awesome. KA
-Steen, Never fix your bikini top in a glass 
elevator when you think no one is looking. MB 
-To all the Jake Ryans in the world, if only you 
knew who the women that lust you are.
-To Kermie, Bette, Alice, Kit, & Piggy:
WILDWOOD here we come! It’s going to be
excellent. Love Annie
-Nance, You’re still a winner to me! Love
“chuck”
-Kris, we don’t have to play St. Elmos fire for 
another year, so let’s make this one our best! 
You’re such a good friend. W e’ll make an 
awesome team. Love your other half. 
-Christi(GDI) good luck! I know you can do it! 
Smile! Steen (neophyte)
-Kristie - Hey, it’s our specialty! Love THE
BLENDER
-Jill(Iota) Good luck and don’t be nervous! 
You’ll do just fine!! smile! Steen(Neophyte) 
-Jeanne, Thanks for the personal! Let’s keep in 
touch this summer, otherwise I’ll miss you too 
much! Love your “Cuttin’ the rug” buddy 
-Oogie(ZBT) Oh! How you distract me!! Love 
Steen (Neophyte)
• Sigmas - Only three weeks till wildwood!
-Bette: “I aint no rapist or murder, look who’s 
in the car!” Love Annie 
-JD(Senate) -Formal Apology- Sorry! The 
Marie Crew
-Karen P-You gotta big mouth, but I love ya
anyway. Deli Naked! Love, Christy
-Punky & Alvin - What do you say we kidnap
smurfette?! Love Charlie
-Pebbles - Remember I’m always here for you.
Love Charlie
-Abbe - You’re very special to me and I know 
that our friendship will only grow closer. Love 
Becky
-Jenn, Karen and Karen: I’ll miss our explicit 
sex talks. I love you all to death. Love Christy 
-Dano - you’re a bright spot in my day! I’m glad 
we met! Love Becky
-Robbie is awesome!! See I told you the paper 
would say so! I love you. Jill 
-To Laura and all the Zetas of Phi Sigma Sigma 
- Congratulations and welcome to sisterhood! 
Love Sandy
-Phi???The Phi, The Phi...Good job anyway, 
little. Love your big
-Kerry, we have to wet our hair first! Claire 
-Delta Kappa Psi - We swear, we were doing 
our hair! Thanks for an awesome time. Zetas 
-Gary(d-chi) Looking forward to another great 
summer! I love you! F.I.B. Love Allison 
-Table 44: We had a great time at the Bash! 
Thanks for the memories.
-Sigma - 1 won’t let you down! Love your new 
prez.
-LeShawn - I miss you. Love your “Funky little 
shack”
-Calling all sled dogs: The sleds are getting 
rusty! Let’s do Fatsos soon!
-PZ99 - UR my lustman! I think you know who 
I am. (Did you like the pizza Friday?) 
-Owen(AXP) I want my check at the end of the 
month! I ’ll miss you bext semester, Montclair 
won’t be the same without you! Love Evelyn 
-Jenn - Thanx for all the “presents” you left me! 
And thanx again for the sub! I’ll miss you!
Love, D.C.
-PZ85 - Next time get fu—ing directions!! you 
know who
-Dork - I’ve lived with you for 3 years and it 
was the best! I’ll miss seeing your ugly face 
everyday! Merry Christmas, Dummie 
-Lisa, Kim, Christine, Ang, Nichol & Amy: 
Congratulations to the 1st annual scavenger hunt 
champions! No Lisa a street sign not a stop sign. 
Love Allison
-Sorry I spelled it wrong-BRYAN!!
-The girls in 106A - The gruesome four­
some.... & Putt-ee Francis
-Attention all Cheyenne and Hope: If we do 
well, how about we grab a Bison & a Bud 
Thursday Night at C.B.’s? Love Sitting Bull 
-Melissa(Zetas) Should I have come over and 
hit you? Next time!! Amy(Zetas)
-Laura & Colleen-We really miss hanging out 
with you guys. That has got to change. Can’t 
wait till next year. Amy & Robyn 
-Janet(Zetas) Hey look the sun is out and by the 
way what were we laughing at? Amy (Zetas) 
-Nick “These are a few of my favorite things” 
sony about the lamp! Amy 
-Anna, Hows Bo?? Ha-Ha! Love Janice 
-Mickey, will you go out with me this summer? 
Blackdog
-Disco(AXP) Grow up, rumors are an ugly 
thing!
-Good Witch, I’m in you spell, if you can only 
wait. Hoping you can - The Gardner 
-Batgirl, I haven’t used my utility belt in quite a 
while?! Batman
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Lacrosse team stunned by Kean
By Keith A. Idee
Staff Writer
The Montclair State men’s lacrosse team 
lost the Eastern College Athletic Conference 
Metro New Jersey - New York championship 
game 15-9, to Kean College on Sunday in 
Upper Montclair. It marked the second straight 
season that Kean defeated Montclair for the 
title.
Montclair came into the game with a 13- 
2 record and last week clinched its fifth 
straight Knickerbocker Conference title, fin­
ishing with a perfect 7-0 record in the con­
ference play. Kean came in with an 11-4 
record. Kean’s attack was balanced, as senior 
attackman Scott Moskowitz led the way for 
Kean, scoring three goals and dishing out 
four assists. Senior goalie Paul Kielttyba was 
sensational, turning away 25 shots. Kean’s
Sports Info. Dept, shoots for the stars
By A1 Iannazzone
Assistant Sports Editor______________
Montclair is known for its strong foot­
ball and baseball programs. The women’s 
basketball and softball teams are also pe­
rennial powerhouses. But MSC boasts ex­
cellence in another field: Sports Informa­
tion. Montclair has the best sports informa­
tion department in the state and one of the 
best on the East Coast. The two men in
charge of running the show are Sports Infor­
mation Director (SED) A1 Langer and his 
student assistant Mike “Microchip” Scala. 
Since their arrival at MSC in 1988, they have 
built the most respected sports information 
department in New Jersey.
Langer, 26, of Montclair, arrived at MSC 
in January 1988 while “Microchip” came in 
as an undergrad in the fall of that year, and a 
more perfect match could not have been 
made. With their countless hours of working
together they 
haveestablished 
more than a 
teacher-student 
re la t io n s h ip , 
they’ve devel­
oped a true 
friendship. “A1 
to me is two 
things,” Scala 
said. “He is a 
teacher and a 
friend. In just 
three years I ’ve 
learned all about 
sports informa­
tion. He has given me insights on writing, 
planning and how to make the program the 
best around. He’s influenced me greatly 
and it’s scary, but when people call me ‘ A1 
Jr.,’ I say, 'yeah that’s true. ’ As a friend, we 
have built a relationship that I don’t think 
any other department has. There are so 
many things I can say about him, but the 
list is too long.”
Langer gives a lot of credit to Scala for 
the success the sports department has 
earned. “Mike is the most important part of 
this department,” the Rutgers graduate said. 
“He is in charge of everything I cannot do. 
He is the chief statistician for many sports. 
He earned the nickname 'Microchip' for 
his incredible ability to remember facts 
andfigures from games past Mike Scala is 
envied by many SID’s, for they wish they 
had him. He has been a vital part of the 
reputation and respect this department has 
earned.”
Since Langer arrived on the Montclair 
scene back in 1988, he has seen a shift in 
the awareness of the sports program and he
cont. on p. 27SID A1 Langer (right) and student assistant, Mike Scala, 
have built the best sports info. dept, in the state.
Track prepares for
By Paul Donefsky
S taff W riter
Sadly, The Montclarion won’t be able to 
report what promises to be two and a half 
weeks of nerve-jarring excitement as the Red 
Hawks literally run against time to qualify 
themselves for their last two championships. 
As it stands, the Red Hawks have the New 
Jersey Athletic Conference Championship 
and the Trenton Invitational to ready them­
selves for the big prize, the NCAA Champi­
onship.
At the College Track Conference Cham­
pionship last week, individual performances 
outshined the overall effort, leaving Coach 
Blanton with mixed feelings about the team’s 
readiness for the upcoming championships.
defense and passing were too much for 
Montclair. The Red Hawks scored a season- 
low nine goals. Montclair’s offense was led 
by junior attackman Pat Shuba, junior 
m idfielder Butch M eyers, and senior 
midfielder Frank Zimmerman, who all scored 
two goals apiece. Sophomore goalie Ken 
Kane stopped 22 shots for Montclair. The 
Red Hawks came within two goals of Kean 
with 2:22 left in the third quarter. Then Kean 
scored four times without Montclair answer­
ing.
Montclair reached the finals by defeating 
Queens College, 14-8 in Upper Montclair on 
Friday. The Red Hawks were led in the 
semifinal game by junior attackman John 
Huffstutler and freshman Keith Van Ness, 
who scored four goals apiece. Senior 
midfielder Jack Belanger contributed two 
goals and sophomore goalie Ken Kane saved
Sophomore Derrick Williams placed first 
in the shotput and second in the discus, while 
Senior John Wilkerson placed second in the 
shotput. Shantay Brane placed third in the 
100 meters. Denise Drakes placed fourth in 
the 200 meters, but missed qualifying by 3/ 
lOOths of a second. Jaime Diaz finished 6th in 
the pole vault and Shawn Williams placed 
fifth in the long jump. Watching on the 
sidelines were Yvonne Bradford, Carla 
Roberts and Kcyronne Zahir, who rested af­
ter an arduous effort at the Penn Relays the 
week before.
It would be hard to evaluate the year while 
excluding almost one third of the season, but 
individually, many on the team continued 
their past excellence and a few others stepped 
up their overall performances as well.
Derrick Williams improved tremendously,
ten shots for the Red Hawks. This victory put 
Montclair’s record at 13-2.
Earlier in the week, Montclair defeated 
King’sPoint 14-3 atKing’sPoint,NewYork. 
Frank Zimmerman, Pat Shuba, Pat Tierney, 
and Keith Van Ness all scored twice for 
Montclair. Shuba also handed out three as­
sists for the winners.
The Montclair State lacrosse team has 
completed its fourth consecutive successful 
season under Head Coach Doug Alsofrom. 
Including this year’s 13-3 mark, Alsofrom’s 
career record at Montclair State stands at 50- 
12. Although the team didn’t capture the 
ECAC championship, the Red Hawks were 
the best team in the Knickerbocker Confer­
ence all year. I would like to extend my 
congratulations to Coach Alsofrom and the 
whole team on another great season.
NJAC's
according to Blanton. Senior John Wilkerson, 
who was hampered by a wrist injury, gutted 
it out to qualify. Another senior, Kcyronne 
Zahir, was troubled by a chronic hamstring 
problem that dated back to his high school 
years and is currently in rehab.
Shantay Brane was one of the few new 
names that emerged during the season. Her 
inexperience didn’t keep her from qualifying 
and earning a spot on the relay teams. Still, 
Coach Blanton tempered his praise by saying 
she still needs to work harder and be more 
focused.
Denise Drakes had a fair season. Blanton 
described her performance as, “Not great, not 
poor.” She seemed to slow down in the out­
doors after having a much better indoor season.
cont. on p. 27
SPOTLIGHT
B y  T o m  R e i  t l
Pallino takes 
MSC Baseball 
by storm
Like Yogi Berra always says, baseball is 
a funny game, and it’s funny how things have 
a way of working themselves in baseball. 
Take the case of MSC freshman first-baseman 
JohnPallino.IfPallinodidn’tbreak his thumb 
his senior year at West Caldwell high school, 
he probably would have hit over .500. But 
then again if he didn’t break his thumb, he 
probably wouldn’t have wound up at MSC.
Actually, a broken thumb isn’t the only 
reason Pallino is at MSC, but it’s safe to say 
that he would have gotten a scholarship to a 
major baseball power and taken his lightning 
quick bat to another school.
“My junior year, I hit .492 and was getting 
a lot of attention from Division I schools,” 
explains the left handed hitting Pallino, who 
was recently named “Athlete of the Week” by 
The Star Ledger. “But my senior year I broke 
my thumb and hit only .289. A lot of people 
gave up on me.”
Two who didn’t give up on Pallino were 
Assistant Coach Charlie Hoeneker and Head 
Coach Norm Schoenig. “They’re really the 
ones who convinced me to come here. They 
kept drilling me and I was impressed with 
MSC’s winning tradition, especially with the 
1987 national championship team.”
A more perfect match couldn ’t have been 
made. MSC is a great place to gain attention 
as an athlete and Pallino is showing that the 
teams who gave up on him were wrong. 
Through 36 games, Pallino is hitting .350 
with 45 RBI and is a leading candidate for 
NJAC rookie of the year. He leads the Hawks 
in virtually every offensive category.
Although Pallino’s number one goal is to 
win the national championship, he is also on 
a personal mission. “Every time I do some­
thing good on the field, it’s my way of stick­
ing it to all of the people who gave up on me 
and thought my junior year in high school 
was a fluke.”
But don’t think that hitting is something 
Pallino takes for granted. “Even if you’re a 
natural hitter, you still have to work at it. In 
high school, if the count was 2-0, you would 
almost always see a fastball. Here, the pitch­
ers are a lot tougher and will throw any pitch 
at any time in the count.”
Pallino is also quick to give credit to the 
hitters around him for his success. “Guys like 
Dave Kennedy and Brian Wilmot are always 
on base so I get a lot of good pitches to hit.” 
Pallino’s approach to hitting is basic, “I 
just go up there and look for my pitch.” 
Pallino also sees positive things for the Hawks 
this season. “Everything is coming together 
for us right now. We can hit and we’ll do 
some damage in the playoffs.”
Pallino has three more seasons to do some 
more of his own damage, to opposing pitch­
ers and coaches that is. So in the future when 
you see John Pallino taking his cuts down at 
Pittser Field, just remember that the only 
thing that Pallino will be breaking is MSC 
hitting records.
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ohesion's Corner
“ By Glen Haerle —
This is it ladies and gentlemen, the grand 
finale of Cohesion’s Comer. I hope you 
enjoyed it this year. I ’m sure my replacement, 
Mike Ketchum, will do a better job than me 
next year. So don’t worry, you’ll still get a 
weekly update onS.I.L.C. sports, even though 
I will be in the dreaded real world.
I ’m not going to report on softball games 
this week, instead I have several awards to 
give; I have the All-Co men’s softball team 
and I am also going to give yearly awards. 
Also on the agenda are the playoffs, previews 
and seedings.
Let’s start with the playoffs. The women 
are having a double elimination tournament. 
The seedings are listed below:
1. Gamblerettes
2. Chucha’s
3. SDT
4. Midetts
5. Zeta
6. D-Phi-E
7. Iota Gamma Xi
8. AIX
Paula Korshalla will look to lead the 
Gamblerettes to a championship. Kim Wil­
son looks to lead the Chucha’s and steal the 
championship.
Paula Korshalla and John Fiore will look 
to win the Daily Double as their Gamblerettes 
have won the championship the last four 
years and will be looking to make it five in a 
row like the 1949 to 1954 New York Yan­
kees.
The men’s league features the Gamblers 
getting the number one seed in the playoffs. 
The Gamblers played a tough schedule and 
suffered only one loss. Also receiving a first 
round bye are the Mid-Digs for winning the 
American League. The winner of the Inter­
national League is yet to be determined. A 
playoff system will determine their five 
playoff representatives and their champion­
ship will receive a bye and the number two 
seed.
Other teams that made the playoffs are the 
Undefeateds, the No-Names and the South­
ern Comforts of the competitive National 
League and PRP, Crypto Clearance and the 
STD's will be representing the American 
League.
The International League will have a tough 
time in the playoffs. With all the rainouts 
causing their two week layoff and the abun­
dance of weak teams in their league will make 
their playoff teams less sharp-edged then the 
Tuesday-Thursday playoff teams.
The Gamblers look like the favorite to 
win the championship. However, since they 
are so highly touted, some upstart team is 
going to get up and upset them.
The Mid-Digs, these guys have great de­
fense. In a single elimination tournament, a 
team cannot afford to make an error. The 
Mid-Digs do not make defensive mistakes. 
They also have Dan Roberts. Dan Roberts is 
a clutch player in the playoffs. In 1989, he led 
the Midnight Tokers to the championship. In 
1990, Dan Roberts' team failed to make the 
playoffs.
Here they are, the S.I.L.C. awards of the 
year.
S.I.L .C . A thlete o f the Y ear-Jeff 
Kowalchuk
Jeff made two game winning touchdown 
catches in the playoffs to take his Cinderella 
Gnats to the S.I.L.C. superbowl.
Jeff also made first team All-Co in Vol­
leyball in the Monday-Wednesday League 
and helped lead his team to the championship 
game.
In basketball, Jeff was the first team All- 
Co center and led Delta Chi to the.champion- 
ship. “Runner-Up” Jeff did not win a cham­
pionship this year. His team had to face the 
dynasties of the Gamblers infootball, the Zoo 
in volleyball and BDP in basketball.
5.1. L.C. Coach o f the Year- John Fiore
His Gamblers won the pitch softball, flag
football and indoor soccer championship. 
They made the volleyball playoffs and the 
final four in basketball.
Right now, the Gamblers are the number 
one seed in the softball playoffs.
5.1. L.C. Team of the Year- Gamblers
(See Coach of the Year)
S.LL.C. Rivalry of the Year- Birds vs 
Gamblers-Flag football
The bottom line is that these teams hated 
each other. No love lost. The first game they 
played was called off because of a brawl.
They played the game over and it ended in 
a tied game. In both games there were an 
abundance of cheap shots. If they shook 
hands after the second game, they probably 
did not mean it
The Larry Bird Award(Player with the 
Most Heart)-Mike Farrell
This year, Farrell led his volleyball team 
to another championship. That is four in five 
years for him.
The All-Co Team
P-Bob Downey Plan B’s
P-John Fiore Gamblers
lB -Jeff Conover STD’s
2B-Jason Cupo Gamblers
SS-Tony Fredrico UnNaturals
3B-John Ashley No-Names
OF-Steve Pizza Gamblers
OF-Rich Dygos PRP
OF-JefT Lawton Gamblers
C-John Fardella UnNaturals
DH-Dan Roberts Mid-Digs
M VP-Steve Pizza-Steve batted .795 with
29 runs scored, 15 home runs and41 RBI and 
committed just a single error in the outfield.
Cy Young- Bob Downey-PIan B’s-Bob 
had a 7.46 ERA and had 14 K’s on the season 
and yielded just 5 walks.
Gold G love-T ony F redrico- 
UnNaturals-The outstanding shortstop had 
only one error the entire season. He also stole 
several base hits and turned the double play 
with consistency.
Coach of the Year-Paul Ciofli-Crypto 
Clearance- Paul made lineup changes to put 
his team on a six game winning streak and 
finished with a 6-2 conference record and 
playoff birth.
SPECIAL NOTE: I want to take the 
time to thank John Fiore for taking an organi­
zation down in the dumps and making it a 
great service to the students. Before the Fiore 
era, there was no officiating or regular season 
schedules. Fiore sacrificed much of his free 
time to bring S.I.L.C. to where it is today.
i n i  : ' S r i  i  Ü  w  x  •The Bottom Line
By Matt Wintner
When Darryl Strawberry inked his 
$20 million deal to wear Dodger blue, 
Met fans looked ahead to May 7th, the 
day Darryl would return to Shea.
May 7th came and went, but it didn’t 
turn out the way many people, including 
Darryl himself, expected i t .
Strawberry, who made his major 
league debut in 1983 with the Mets, was 
greeted with an overwhelming chorus of 
boos. Metfansin attendance didn'tseems 
to be booing Strawout of spite, but instead 
were booing him for his actions at the 
close of the ‘90 season and for his com­
ments made after signing with L.A.
Met fans, whether they are willing to 
admit it or not, still have a place in their 
heart far Darryl. Darryl was the bad boy, 
the guy who could blast tape-measure 
shots at any time and also be in a 
teammate' s comer during bench-clearing 
brawls - right or wrong.
What Met fans aren't willing to for­
get is that Darryl folded up the tent with 
two weeks left in the *90 season with a 
bad back. If you want to talk about bad 
backs, let’s talk about Lany Bird. There’s 
an athlete with major medical problems. 
To make matters worse, Straw packed it 
in during the heat of a pennant race with 
the Pirates.
That is something which not only 
stung the fans, but also hisex-teammates 
like Tun Teufel, who questioned why 
Straw sought no treatment for his ailing 
back. . ' j . ■;
Compounding the frustration of Met 
fans, Strawberry, at his press conference 
announcing his new deal, called his years 
in New York, “a living bell.” Maybe he 
didn’t feel a need to specify what consti­
tuted his living hell. Was it the front- 
office, his personal life, the fans, or all of 
the above?
By generalizing his eight-year career 
in New York, fans took offense to his 
words, and they let Straw know it every 
time Ik  stepped to the plate. The abuse 
continued throughout the evening as the 
mockingchant of Da-rry l, Da-rryl echoed 
through the stadium.
After the game, Strawberry said, “I 
expected to be booed, because they booed 
me when! played here.” But there was a 
sense of hurt in those words.
While Strawbeny was often booed at 
Shea, there was also lots of applause. 
Booing a player is a pan of baseball, 
especially when a player makes bold 
predictions for “monster seasons” and 
can’t  backup his words, or folds up the 
tent in the midst of a pennant drive.
If Darryl was hurt by his reception, 1» 
should sit back and think if it was war­
ranted. He made his bed and now he must 
he in it and think about how to get out of 
bis miserable slump.
NOTE: This is it - the end of the line 
for “The Bottom Line.” I would like to 
thank those of you who took the time to 
read the column during its two year ran.
Sports Info cont,from p 2^6
feels a lot has to do with the name change 
from “Indians” to “Red Hawks.” “When I 
came here, fan support and general knowl­
edge of MSC programs were stagnant,” he 
said. “Nobody knew or cared, it seemed. 
Now, with the new nickname and a variety 
of PR happenings, the awareness and sup­
port for the programs have increased. I like 
to think I had something to do with that.” 
Scala, as well as most MSC partisans, be­
lieves Langer has a lot to do with that and 
everything that goes on as he confidently 
exclaims, “AlLanger is RedHawk Sports!” 
Being number one is important for 
Langer, so he never stops trying to improve 
the department. He demands nothing but 
the best from himself and his student assis­
tants. His latest venture is the Red Hawk 
Hotline. It’s a phone line one can call to 
receive up to date information on all MSC
sports. Langer says it has caught on tre­
mendously.
These two sports fanatics go far beyond 
the call of duty in performing their jobs. 
There are two words that best describe 
them: dedicated and relentless. A1 and Mike 
go beyond the 9-5 work frame everyday. 
Whether it be promoting MSC’s 22 varsity 
sports, writing press releases, keeping track 
of stats or catering to every local publica­
tion from The Star Ledger to The 
Montclarion, they never stop until they’ve 
done the best work possible. In this, my 
rookie year on the paper, the two have 
helped me tremendously and have pro­
vided me, our other writers and the sports 
editor with most of the information we 
receive. They are, “The voice of the Red 
Hawks.” It takes a lot of work to run the 
most respected sports information depart­
ment in the state, and this dynamic duo 
deserves all the accolades.
Track contjfrom p 26
Coach Blanton also stressed that her 
gameday results were not as successful as 
her practices.
“Carla Roberts' potential will never be 
realized unless she becomes more of a 
student of the game,” Blanton explained. 
Her season also had its ups and downs.
More confidence and a better adjustment 
to the college training level is what Blanton 
stressed.
“Yvonne Bradford is the most talented 
athlete I ’ve ever coached,” Blanton ex­
claimed. "But her potential is still rela­
tively untapped. Better warming up tech­
niques and learning the difference between 
training discomfort and injury are the keys 
for her tareach her potential.”
P O R T
May 9, 1991
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Gelston to step down from post
By Michael Frasco
Sports Editor
Montclair State Men’s Bas­
ketball Coach Ollie Gelston will 
be stepping down from his post 
as was announced earlier this 
week. However, Gelston will re­
main as the college's Assistant 
Athletic Di- _______________
rector.
G elston’s re­
tirement marks the 
ending of an era 
here at Montclair 
State. For the last 
24 years, in which 
he compiled a 304- 
285 record, this _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
soft spoken pro­
fessional could be seen instilling his experi­
ence and work ethic into his players on the 
sidelines.
Gelston’s retirement 
marks the ending of an era 
here at Montclair State.
Although Gelston was unavailable for 
comment, his achievements and what he has 
meant to the men's basketball program speak 
for themselves.
Succeeding Dave Watkins at Montclair 
State in 1967, Gelston proceeded to win 20, 
24 and 23 games in each of his Erst three 
seasons. Gelston also won the conference 
crown during his first four years.
Gelston's success didn't stop there. In 
1968, his second season, the team won the 
Eastern Regional 
NCAA Tourna­
ment by surpris­
ing Navy and 
nipping FDU. He 
also guided 
Montclair State 
into the NJAC 
playoffs as the 
fourth  seeded
. ....team in 1980-81,
only to win it all.
Despite his many accomplishments as a 
coach, Gelston has been noted to put his 
players' well being first. The Gelston-type
Red Hawks heading into 
NJAC playoffs at full steam
By Tom Reid
Staff Writer
There is only one word that can de­
scribe the Red Hawks baseball team  
right nowtHOTH Winners of 22 of their 
last 25, MSC is primed to go into the 
NJAC playoffs this weekend as the team  
to bent.
MSC, the defending NJAC and Mid- 
Atlantic regie» champs, will be the top 
seeded team. The other contenders will be 
TrentonState, GlassboroState, and William 
Paterson. MSChas been playing like a well 
oiled machine of late, easily defeating all 
foes, conference and non-conference.
MSC started the week playing Jersey 
City State, Joe DeMiro was the big story, 
firing a complete game four-hitter. Tim 
North led MSC hitters with four hits, as 
MSC cruised to a 6*1 victory.
Next came an important game against 
Rutgers-Newark. A win meant home-field 
advantage for MSC in the playoffs, and 
MSC didn’t letdown, winning the contest 
10-5. Brian WUmot bad three hits, three 
RBI and Dave Kennedy pitched four 
scoreless innings to lead the Hawks.
MSC next took a road trip to Eastern 
Connecticut and proceeded to dominate 
die defending division HI champs by scores 
of 12-1 and 11-5. MSC then went to 
Fayetville N.C, to take on sixth-ranked 
Methodist College for two games and won
by scores of 8-1 and 4-0. Joe DeMiro 
improved his record to 6-0, (1.20 BRA) 
with a solid six inning effort in the first 
game. Dave Kennedy, who pitched the 
final three innings to earn the save, belted 
his 14th and 15tb home runs in the two 
games to lead die Hawks offensively. In 
the second game, Vinny Henrich picked 
up the win, upping his record to 4 -l. MSC 
is now 26-12 overall (12-4 NJAC),
MSC will be the number One seed in 
this weekend’s NJAC playoffs. The team 
plays WPC at 3.00 pm Friday in Upper 
Montclair. In the other first round game, 
Glassboro State plays Trenton State at 
GSC. MSC will host foe second round 
games which will be played on Saturday.
RED HAWK NOTES.
Dave Kennedy needs eight home runs 
to break the single season record of 22 set 
by John Deuich in 1987. Through 36 
games Kennedy’s numbers speak for 
themselves: .349 batting avg,, 15 home 
runs and 49 RBI.
Drew Ryan i$ the most talented 2-1 
pitcher in the NJAC. He has tremendous 
ability but has terrible luck, as witnessed 
by his five no-decisions. Ryan will get the 
call for MSC against WPC in the tourna­
ment based on superior pitching and de­
fense, as well as the power hitting o f 
Kennedy...
Kennedy will probably leave MSC if 
he is offered a pro contract.
player is a student first and an athlete second.
Gelston has also been known to get the 
most out of his players. Getting his athletes 
to learn, not only about basketball, but les­
sons about themselves and about others, has 
always been a priority.
There's no doubt Montclair State men's 
basketball will miss the guidance and profes­
sionalism Gelston brought to the program, 
but hopefully those who were fortunate 
enough to have worked and learned from 
him, will use that experience and build on it.
Hot bats earn Softball 
team EC AC berth
By A1 Iannazzone
Assistant Sports Editor
With their collective backs to the wall the 
Red Hawk softball team showed they had a 
lot of heart and desire as they won four of 
their lastfive games and improved their record 
to 18-18. This late surge earned MSC an 
ECAC playoff bid. “We did what we needed 
to do to get to .500,” Coach Anita Kubicka 
said. In order to qualify for the ECAC’s a 
team needs a .500 record.
Monclair had six games cancelled this 
year due to inclement weather and Kubicka 
wanted to replay at least one. The other schools 
did not want to reschedule the games missed 
and Kubicka did not want to end the season 
17-18, one win shy of a playoff birth. Fortu­
nately for MSC, Hunter agreed to play and 
Montclair came away with a 4-3 victory, 
assuring them of an ECAC tournament ap­
pearance.
Trailing 3-1, the Red Hawks scored three 
runs in foe third, boosted by an RBI triple by 
Kim “Spud” Gardenier, and MSC took a 4-3 
lead it would never relinquish. Lois Fyfe was 
foe winning pitcher, improving her record to 
16-14.
Last week foe Red Hawks played back to 
back doubleheaders on Tuesday and 
Wednesday and needed to sweep both of 
them to be considered for the ECAC’s. They 
won three of four and appeared ready for the 
golf course until Coach Kubicka rescheduled 
foe playoff clinching Hunter game.
In foe first doubleheader, MSC faced 
Scranton and foe once quiet Red Hawk bats 
came alive. Montclair won both games: 10-0 
and 15-5 as foe ten ran rule came into play in 
both contests. Fyfe tossed a three-hitter in foe 
first game and drove in three runs, including 
two on her record tying sixth triple of the 
season. Kristi Kutchinski was 2-3 with two 
RBI and Gardenier finished 3-4 with three 
runs scored.
In the night cap, Kubicka surprised every­
one by putting first baseman LuAnn Zullo on 
the mound. Michele Serio was the starting 
pitcher and she walked her first two batters.
Kubicka had seen enough and she went to
MSC All Conference Team Stats
Gardenier
Fyfe*
Madalone
Zullo who pitched the rest of the game, allow­
ing only three hits, and gaining her first 
collegiate victory. Don’t worry about Serio, 
she went 3-4 with four RBI in MSC’s 15-5 
thrashing of Scranton. Kutchinski was 3-3 
with two RBI, “Spud” duplicated her 3-4 
three runs scored performance and Cathy 
Madalone hit safely in her two at bats and 
drove in two runs.
The Red Hawks’ next twinbill was against 
Stony Brook, which MSC pounded 10-0 in 
the opener. Fyfe tossed the »wo-hit shutout 
andGardenier belted a three-run home run. In 
the second game, Montclair lost a tough one. 
Trailing 5-1 in the third, MSC scored four 
runs to tie the score 5-5 and added three more 
in foe fifth to take an 8-6 lead. The scoie 
stayed this way until the bottom of foe sev­
enth. With one out and a runner at first, a 
double play ball was booted by Kutchinski. 
The error opened up the flood gates and Stony 
Brook scored three runs to win the game 9-8.
MSC now faces Glassboro in the first 
game of the double elimination ECAC tour­
nament to be hosted by Kean. Kubicka is 
happy but she knows anything can happen. 
“This year I ’ve learned to live game by game 
and not really anticipate anything. We showed 
a lot of character when we came back in 
situations where we made errors. We came 
together as a team and won a lot of games. I'm  
happy we’re still playing.”
Red Hawk Notes...The 1991 NJAC All- 
Conference team was announced this week 
and Montclair had three players named to it: 
Outfielder Kim Gardenier, catcher Cathy 
Madalone and designated player Lois Fyfe.
Kim Gardenier and Kristi Kutchinski’s 
bats have been smoking of late. Gardenier 
went 10-17 with five RBI last week as she 
raised her average to a team leading .403. 
Kutchinksi, MSC’s RBI leader with 30, fin­
ished 9-15 with six RBI and lifted her average 
to .336. Kutchinski also had foe dubious 
honor of breaking two Montclair fielding 
records in the Stony Brook doubleheader. In 
the first game, the shortstop set the single 
season assist mark, recording her 122nd, but 
in foe second game, she notched her record- 
breaking 22nd error of foe season.
Avg. AB R N 2B 3B HR RBI
.403 129 35 52 8 2 1 12
.395 119 19 47 9 6 0 26
.387 106 27 41 3 2 0 17
*Fyfe was also 16-14, with a 2.16 ERA
